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The day after the American boy drowned, John Keefe :fished a camera from the 
river. The silver his old eyes had seen glinting in the shaD.ows was the clasp of a strap; 
John hooked it with a stick from the bank and raised the dripping device above the water. 
Behind him, Grace crossed herself. 
"Oh John, it must've been the tourist-bay's, sure. Put it back. " 
"Back?" John said over his shoulder, "You're mad, old woman. Tis Japanese, rd 
have forty quid for it" 
"Jo1m," Grace said fitmly, "It's the dead boy's. Put it back." 
John looked at the camera hanging over the flowing water. The dead boy's sure, 
but it looked lUldamaged, and weren't these new models the tourists camed water-proof? 
And didn't they focus themselves with beDs and whistles and whirling mechanisms? The 
ron of film in the camera was probably still presetWd: The dead boy's final testament 
could be recorded within, waiting for someone to raise the last images his eyes had ever 
seen, leaning out over the old bridge. What ifhis hands had triggered a final snapshot as 
he fen to the water? Once below? Was there one last stiIllife before life was gone? 
"Jo1m," Grace repeated, "Back." 
There was no chance Grace would anow him to take the camera home, so John 
lowered it back beneath the surface of the stream and walked on with his wife, marking the 
spot with his eyes. 
When he returned alone an hoW' later, the camera was gone. 
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UNCONDmONAL LOVE 
Grover Cleveland hates my guts. 
He's clever about it, though, playing his cards close to the vest and generally displaying 
a wilderness cunning that has survived generations of domestication and translated fully intact 
to his Mommy's Jiving room. The first time she leaves the two ofus alone I look over at him 
seated across the coffee table, his white moustache and goatee neatly trimmed, and for some 
reason I feel unkempt Maybe tmder-dressed. Though Grover Cleveland has been politic if 
not fiiendly thus far, his brown eyes are less than warm as he regards me in the lengthening 
silence. 
"So, Gee-Cee," I say, making an effort to reach out, "hows life treating you?" 
He blinks. Stares. Then gives a little noise like a throaty cough, sort of an, "Eh-oooh." 
He looks at me for a another second, then twns away with clear disdain. 
rm bugged, maybe actually irked, but before I can respond Grover's Mommy comes 
back into the room and I snap my mouth shut, cutting off anything sharp. 
The next Monday at work, Tony Dilmont raps on our mutual cubical wall shortly after 
nine. His face and fingers appear over the top, hovering above me like a Kilroy-Was-Here 
drawing. 
"So Mitch," he says eagerly, ''bow'd it go?" Tony has been manied for two years and 
is convinced that everybody in the office but him is regularly engaging in wild sexual escapades 
with an exotic variety of partners. At least he seems to hope that somebody is. 
I can only shrug, "Good, or not bad at least. We got along okay, but I think her dog 
hates me." 
''Her say what?" Tony asks. His head moves from side to side and there's a metallic 
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squeal from within his cubical. Tony is standing on his chair, and it's trying to twist out from 
under him. 
"Her dog. She's got this little terrier thing named Grover Cleveland." 
"What?" 
"DiJmontt" Our supervisor's voice booms out from the far side of the office. 
"Look, I1l talk to you at luncb, " Tony says before he disappears and the sound of 
industrious key-strokes erupts from his side of the wall. Before I go back to my own keyboard 
I have time to think: What is this? Junior high school? 
We set a second date for the next weekend, but after careful consideration I find that I 
don't want to wait that long. I call her on Wednesday, trying not to soWld over-anxious, but 
feeling it slightly. 
"Well, sure," she says, I think. trying not to sound over-anxious. 
Jeeze, we are in junior high. 
I suggest a drink after work. The office full of cubicles I work in is on the fourteenth 
floor of a building two blocks away from a virtually identical building which houses her office 
full of cubicles on the tenth floor. There is a coffee shop halfway between, where we met in 
the :first place, and it seems to me it would be a simple matter to meet there after work. 
"Ob, well, not right after," she says, "I have to get home and feed Grover. " 
She lives about twenty miles outside of town in West Seneca. With the rush hour 
traffic that would be better than an hour round trip. We both try to come up with another 
idea, but finally forget it and agree to wait for the weekend 
I do believe rm really starting to dislike the dog. 
Despite scheduling conflicts arising from the tenier's dietary needs, his Mommy and I 
still manage to see each other with regularity over the next month. It goes well, maybe even 
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remarkably weD, with the exception of the time that I spend out at her place, where Grover 
Cleveland still holds office. 
He is still not openly hos1ile though - ifhe was barking at me or peeing on my car tires, 
that would be one thing. Instead, when we come into the house and his Mommy ca1Is, 
"Grover! Mommy's home!" he comes bounding out of the back, short claws clicking on the 
tile in the en1ryway, and nuzzles his Mommy's hand foncDy while she kneels and scratches his 
ears. Me, he doesn't even acknowledge, and for the rest of the evening or weekend day, he 
won't so much as look in my direction. Dh I tty to get his attention mind you: "Hey Grov, 
here pup!" Nothing. He just keeps looking up at his Mommy and doing a little prance around 
her, and she turns to me and shrugs. "Funny," she teDs me. "He's usually more social. n 
But when we are briefly alone (Grover and I - he won't leave his Mommy 
unchaperoned in my company), then he'll tum to me. Stare. And even though he's the dog 
and rm the upright biped with the opposable thumbs, that look is so unbelievably 
condescending I can't think of a word to say. Sometimes I manage to get my mouth open, but 
that's as far as it goes. rm wondering if I should risk tIying for a pet, a JiiencDy scratch maybe, 
and he just stares and makes it clear that he's barely tolerating my presence, my existence. 
After the :first couple weeks of this, I can hear his voice in my mind's ear, coarse words in a 
tone I can only describe as Presidential: You gonna try and touch me, monkey-boy? I double-
doggy dare you. 
I don't. A second before his Mommy reenters the room, or the yard, or wherever 
we are, Grover turns away and she walks in to find him pointedly ignoring me and me sitting 
there looking at him with my mouth open. For the rest of the evening rm a flustered mess. 
rm pretty sure she thinks rm at least mildly retarded. 
Fortunately, we don't get together solely out at her place. Her neighborltood out in 
West Seneca is nice, but the town itself is a typical subutb; strip maDs and fast food joints, so 
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when we go out at night it is usually in Buffalo. But even though the dog is twenty-odd miles 
away, he's a presence. 
A weekend in mid October for instance, we meet on Saturday night at MacGuffs, a 
lakeside restaurant with much better food than the name might suggest. We wait in the bar for 
a table, which is fine because MacGuffs also has the best Irish Coffee in town. Sometimes 
that is about the only thing that makes the Buffalo winter bearable. 
We order a couple and sit at the bar. There are about three minutes of small talk 
originating totally on my side; she seems distracted somehow, thinking about something else. 
rm suddenly convinced she's about to dump me, and my feet start tapping netVously against 
the brass piping along the bottom of the bar. 
"Have you ever had a dog, 1\1itch?" she asks out of the blue. This probably has 
nothing to do with whatever I just finished saying, but rm not sure because I haven't really 
been listening to me either. 
"Vb, no, " I say. "I had some fish for a while in conege, but my roommate sort of killed 
them with a glass of V odka." Christ, I'm babb1ing. She's going to dump me and who can 
blame her? 
Instead she flicks her eyes and gives me a look like she's not sure she heard me right 
"Vodka?" 
I nod. "Yeah. He said he was trying to do an experiment for a drugs-and-behavior 
class, or something. Apparently tropical fish have a low tolerance for Russian alcohol." 
She laughs and I take a too-large swallow of Irish Coffee, almost burning the roof of 
my mouth. Maybe she's not going to dump me. Maybe I still have her fooled - she may not 
yet realize that rm an imbecile. 
"Why do you ask?" I manage, "Something up with Grover?" 
She nods and sips at her coffee. She puts an elbow on the bar and bends the ann, 
tapping the red nail of her index finger against the small caning in her right ear, tilting her head 
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slightly to do so. It is a little absent gesture I've noticed before, and found myself thinking 
about when I should be doing something else, like working. 
"My neighbor wants me to get Grover fixed, " she says. 
I blink and wonder for a second exactly what part of a tenier can break and require 
repair. Then it dawns on me what she means and I unconsciously tense up and make a small 
involuntary sound of sympathetic dismay. She smiles, a little embmassed. 
"Probably not a suitable topic for a dinner conversation, huh?" she asks. 
HOh man, ouch!" I say and shake my head. "Why does your neighbor care about 
Grover Cleveland's ... um .... " I search for a neutral phrase but the only tenn in my idiot head is, 
"Executive Branch. " 
"Because he has a Welsh Corgi, named Molly, I think. Anyhow, Grover's taken quite 
the shine to her." She sighs. "He's constantly trying to dig under the fence, and tenier's can 
dig, let me ten you. When I make him stop he just sits there looking towards Molly's yard and 
making this really awful whimpering." 
"I'm familiar with that sound, " I say. "I think I was making it most of the way through 
high school. " 
She laughs at that, relieving me immensely, and I start laughing too. The bartender 
looks at us a bit oddly when he comes over to tell us our table's ready. We go on to dinner and 
other subjects, but even as rm going home alone after another cup of coffee afterwards, and 
after a kiss in the parking lot rm sure was that close to turning into something more, I keep 
thinking about Grover looking moumfully out a window at night, over to the house next door. 
It still wouldn't break my heart ifhe got hit by a bus, but there's something else now. 
When it turns out the next week tbat Molly and her owners are moving away, and Grover wiD. 
be spared the knife, rm surprised to find myself feeling sort of relieved for him. The next time 
I am out at their place and momentarily alone with the dog in the Jiving room, I reach out a 
band to scratch his muzzle. He gives such a sudden, violent growl that I get spittle on my 
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hand, and rm still wiping it off on a pant leg when Grover's Mommy comes back in. 
"So that's Grover Cleveland, huh?" Tony asks. 
I nod, and we both stand there in the entIy way of my cubical. There's a new object on 
the desk, beside the Halloween card from Mom. It's a slim picture frame, the inexpensive 
cardboard kind that props up against its own fold-out back. The photo is of Grover 
Cleveland's Mommy standing against the post of a worn grey fence on what I assume is her 
folks' fann in Ohio. She has on jeans and a bulky sweater and is looking off slightly to the left 
with one foot on a crosspiece of fence, one hand pahn up against a hip, smiling 
lUlSelfconsciously off towards what must, judging from the orangish lighting, be a SlUlSet. The 
pose is too good to be anything but unintentional. 
Grover saw it coming, though. The dog is standing in front of her sideways, :flank 
against her leg, head turned to the camera. He looks like an encyclopedia illustration for a 
Wrrehaired Fox Tenier, forelimbs ramrod straight, hind legs with a slight belligerent spread, 
thick short tail standing at attention and looking vaguely phallic. The brown and grayish 
swaths of color along his loins and withers look somehow like pieces of an art deco mobile 
hanging in front of the otherwise white dog. The shadows of the setting sun that 
make his Mommy's narrowed eyes look bottomless fall away from the side of Grover's muzzle, 
concealing his right eye entirely and making the left stand out as a bright chip of yenow light. 
Though Grover Cleveland's shoulder barely comes up to his Mommy's knee, he looks prepared 
to stop a rhino charging at her. 
"She's really cute," Tony says. 
"It's a he," I say. 
When I was a kid I always wanted a dog, a big funy thing like a Newfoundland or a 
Wolfhound that I would ride around the neighborhood like a pony and name "Chewbacca." 
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That idea didn't fly in the Vamey household though, apparently we just weren't "Pet People." 
I never got a good reason why we couldn't get a dog, much less the dog itself. 
Instead I would play over at the houses of mends who had dogs, hanging out more 
with the canines than with their masters. The dogs loved me, probably just for the attention fd 
shower on them, and for a while I even planned to pursue a career as a dog catcher. Then my 
smart-mouthed older brother had to go and tell me in graphic detail exactly what happened to 
stray dogs picked up on the street 
My brother ruined the whole Santa Claus thing for me, too, but I think I felt worse 
about the strays. 
Things escalate in early November. Though I get too discombobulated to try petting 
anything over at Grover's place, his Mommy and I have done a certain amotmt of nuzzling at 
mine. When "The Night" :6na1ly comes, though, it is not my apartment we wind up at after 
dinner. 
She doesn't call out to Grover when we enter the house. We've been engaged in 
a sort ofheated-11lIlIring-kiss since getting out of the car, but after a couple seconds of trying to 
fwnble our coats off we're distracted by a rough snort from the floor. Grover Cleveland sits 
there with his head cocked sideways, looking disappointed up at his Mommy. 
Young lady, what are you doing with your mouth on monkey-boy? 
"Hi Grover," she says absently, then turns back to me. "Put him in the kitchen, would 
you?" she says, then heads for the stairs, pulling her shoes off on the way. 
For the first time ever, I grin widely at Grover. 
"C'mon doggy," I say as I wa1k past him and hold open the kitchen door. 
Grover keeps looking up the stairs for a moment Then he gets slowly off his hatmches 
and strolls in my direction, like be just happens to be beading in that direction anyway. He 
passes me without a glance, but in the kitchen he turns arotmd and gives me his old baleful 
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glare. 
rve had a few glasses of wine, and in any event no blood is making it as far up as my 
brain right at present. I lean down to just inches from Grover's face, getting a little whiff of 
Milk-Bone, and quietly sneer, "Well, Mr. President, rm gonna go upstairs now, and do the 
deed with your Mommy." 
He bites me in the face. 
'Td kill the bastard," Tony teDs me the next day. We're sitting in a bar after work, 
beers between us, and rm tIying not to scratch at the bandage covering the eight stitches in my 
chin. I consider his statement seriously before responding 
"I don't think that killing her dog is going to endear me to her. II 
"No, you don't just rush in and brain him with a shovel right in front of her, " Tony 
says, "What you need is an assassination plot Are there any grassy knolls near her house? 
Does Grover Cleveland ever go to the theater?" 
Tony is clearly as amused as hell by all this, and I didn't even give him the full blow-by-
blow of the Emergency Room visit Grover's Mommy drove me there, apologizing profusely 
the whole way, while I was busy bleeding all over her car and trying not to scream "Oh god it 
hurts!" When we got there, the doctor (who looked to be about fourteen) narrowed his eyes at 
my face and said, "What'd you do to make him bite you?" I could only blink at the floor and 
mumble. 
"I am not going to kill Grover Cleveland," I ten Tony finnly, closing the subject. He 
shrugs. 
"Well, you're going to have to do something. Look, dogs are descended from 
wolves, buddy, and theyl1 defend their tenitory to the death. Now that blood has been 
drawn ... hell, you better not go back over there ever again." 
That is a real possibility. I could probably explain to Grover Cleveland's Mommy that I 
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can't go back to her place now, and we could meet exclusively in town at my apartment I 
could do that, rd just have to face the fact that this dog doesn't like me and never will, and that 
whatever canine comradety I had with dogs in my youth died with Santa Claus. 
I could, but I won't I can't believe that the two of us are ever going to get anywhere if 
I can't even get her dog to accept me into his funy little life, and so I vow then and there that 
Grover Cleveland is going to love me. 
Grover Cleveland sniffs at the squeeze-toy on his Mommy's kitchen fioor. It's shaped 
like a pork-chop, and ifhe'd bite it, it would emit a squeak. He doesn't though, he just pushes 
it around with his nose, then looks up at me. 
What's this, monkey-boy? Yau trying to bribe a public offiCial? 
"Go on, Grover," his Mommy says. She's standing at my side, back half a step to 
allow Grover and me our little act of reconciliation, but close enough to grab his collar ifhe 
springs for my jugular. 
Still eyeing me carefully, Grover dips his head and lightly jaws the pork-chop. It 
squeaks, and seemingly against his will Grover's tail gives a slight wag. 
Okay, the squeak's cute, I like that. But don't get too cocky, monkey-boy. I've still got 
my eye on you. 
By the end of the month more progress has been made. The stitches are out and I've 
spent a small fortune in rubber bones, tennis balls, and doggy-biscuits that rYe taken to filling 
my pockets with whenever 1 drive out to Grover's. A few days before his Mommy and 1 go 
our separate ways back to family for Thanksgiving, we do our own meal thing at her place. 
Grover commandeers the floor under the table near me and I slip him small pieces of turkey 
and stuffing at every opportunity. 
Grover Cleveland has deigned to play fetch with me on occasion, and after the meal we 
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go out in the snowy back yard. Grover springs and bounds through drifts, bringing back the 
tennis ball with admirable speed and placing it in my hand every time. After a while, he drops 
it at my feet, and licks my hand instead. 
It's an important moment for us, and I tum to the window to show his Mommy what 
he's doing, but to my surprise she's not watching us. 
I show Tony the basket, pointing out to him that it's slightly oval shaped. Sort of a 
Presidential Oval Office thing. 
"Cute," Tony says. 
I show him the presidential blue blankets, explain to him that Grover's Mommy just had 
him sleeping on an old towel in the kitchen. 
"It's obvious you put a lot of thought into this, l\.1itch," Tony says, "So, just curious. 
What are you giving her for Christmas?" 
I ask him for ideas. 
Two weeks into the new year, the company Grover's Mommy works for sends her to 
New York for five days. 
I assure her it's no problem, my building allows pets. We put Grover's new basket on 
the front seat of my car and he sits in it and looks bright-eyed out the windows as I drive him 
into town. On entering my apartment he patrols every room, sniffing the whole place at length 
before :finding it to his satisfaction. I foDow his feeding regimen to the letter, maybe with a few 
extra treats now and then, walk him every morning and evening, hold the grip of the red . 
rubber pull toy I bought him every night Friday, the day before his Mommy gets home, I take. 
the day off and we lie on the floor in front of the TV, snacking on Fritos and Milk Bones. I 
laugh when he barks at the Gennan Shepherds on Cops. "Good dog," I tell him, and he wags 
his tail and looks over his shoulder back at me. 
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You're actually okay yourself, monkey-boy. 
Later that night, his Mommy calls from New York. 
"Transferred?" 1 ask, "What do you mean transferred?" 
Saturday morning. We have picked up Grover's Mommy at the airport and she is 
seated passenger side in my car, fidgeting in a bulky winter coat Grover is standing on her 
gannent bag in the back seat with his head sticking up front between us. 
"The company's cutting the Buffalo office back by seventy-percent," Grover's Mommy 
says, "I'm one of the few lucky ones that's getting moved to the main office, but I've got to go 
now." She turns towards me, but the interstate is full of cars headed into the city and 1 can't do 
much more than glance occasionally her way. Grover pants a big grin and swivels his head 
from one ofus to the other. His Mommy gives him a scratch on top of the head. 
"This is what I've been waiting for, Mitch," she says. "The chance I've been working 
for." 
1 should be something here. Happy or supportive or ... something. Instead, all 1 manage 
is a half-hearted, "You've got a place in New Y ark a1ready?" 
"The company's putting me up until 1 can find something," she says. "They've got a 
couple of apartments for visiting reps and what-not n 
"And these places allow pets?" is what 1 say. Is actually what I say. 
I've got my eye on aT-bird right in front of us that is trying to switch lanes, so rm not 
looking at her, but the icy silence that greets that particular remark is tanglble enough to make 
the hair on the back of my neck stand up. 
Nobody says a word for the next foW" miles. 1 leave 1-90 at the West Seneca exit, and 
idle for several seconds at the base of the off-ramp, staring at the stop sign, waiting for it to 
change. 
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At her house, I carry Grover's basket to the entry way while she hauls in her luggage. 
Grover is bounding through drifts in the front yard, nose pressed to the snow, looking for 
himself. 
We put our burdens down inside and then both stand shifting uneasily on the front 
stoop. "Look," she finally says, "this really wasn't going anywhere anyway. " 
"I thought it was," I say. What else am I going to say? 
She looks at the tenier, who is re-marking the mail box at the end of the driveway. 
She caDs his name and he comes bounding back up her WlShoveled drive and starts his 
customary prance around her legs. She scratches his chin and shoos hint inside, then turns 
back to me and it strikes me all of a sudden that her wann eyes are not brown after all. 
"He's just my dog," she says. Grover scrabbles across the entry way and disappears 
into the kitchen. "You know that, don't you Mitch? Just my dog?" 
That last is said in a tone that is almost angty, but she shakes her head and brings a 
hand to her forehead more like she's tired, or maybe even sad. 
"Goodbye Mitch, " she says and steps inside, pushing the door shut behind her. Just 
before it closes, I get a glimpse of Grover emerging from the kitchen, clicking back into the 
foyer with a tennis ball in his mouth. 
I know it would be bad fonn to stand in front of her door for an hour, likewise to go sit 
immobile in my car in her driveway. So I drive away, a couple of blocks, then pull over and 
put the car in park. 
I don't feel much like going home and just watching some TV for the rest of the 
weekend, then going back to wolk Monday and lightly bantering back and forth vrith Tony 
about how All Good Things ... yadda yadda yadda. I feel like turning the car around, driving up 
on her lawn, and shouting at her house that I was doing it for her all along. But I don't. 
Because, after all, I wasn't, was I? I drive back to the interstate and head back towards the city, 
but make one stop before going home. 
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"Here we go," the store owner cups a hand tmder the biggest puppy and lifts it 
carefully out of the cage. He holds it up in front of me. "Here's a :fi:isky little fellow. 
Whaddya think?" 
It's a Pekingese puppy, with a mane of grey hair and a flat little face with bright eyes. 
He looks at me curiously, pink crescent of tongue flickering back in his jowls. 
''1 think he looks a little like William. Howard Taft," I say, and the store owner raises an 
eyebrow. But William wags his tail. 
Now was that so much to ask? 
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CASUALTIES 
She wakes and blinks at the room around her. Scraggly brown carpet, TV bolted 
to a bureau, sunlight coming in specks through shabby curtains. Motel room. Before she 
rises, she spends a few moments trying to sort out where and who she is this morning 
. 
Fredericksburg, Virginia. An autopark Holiday Inn, which means no one canied 
the bags to the room for them. They themselves brought in what they needed from the car 
right outside, which at eleven o'clock last night consisted only of the beer. She is Sally 
MacLennane, named after a bar in a drinking song, though she has been only little Mac as 
long as she can remember. 
Little Mac swings her legs from the side of the empty bed and places her bare feet 
on the thin carpet -like worn felt on an old slate pool table. Her hands grip the side of the 
mattress and she looks out from the hair hanging in her face towards the sink under a 
mirrored wall. It is open to the room and separate from the square tile closet containing the 
toilet and shower, where she and Matthieu made love late last night, if you choose to call it 
that, and she does. 
She turned upright too fast and her insides seem to settle slowly, and not quite in 
the right way. Vital organs feel like they're sliding off stone ledges, plopping down to land 
in tired heaps. Tracts and systems only loosely connected and redundant besides; like one 
of those joke-machines you see on 1V - something that takes a thousand levers and pulleys 
and twelve minutes to butter a piece of bread. She is hungover, Like that Tower in Pisa. 
hungaver, Big Mac would have said in his New York growl- the father now dead seven 
years. Lucky Seven. 
Little Mac rises slowly and makes for the sink with wobbly steps. The brain isn't 
fully awake yet (The mind may die, but the body lives on), and she has no intention of 
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staying statioruuy long enough fO,r the thick rubber mallets to begin hammering in the 
noggin again. 
Most of the case is lUlder the counter, empty blue cans in the plastic trash bucket, a 
few near misses on the floor. In the sunken sink itself are the last three cans, bobbing in 
the tepid water from the melted ice. There are tiny nubbins of hair and creamy bergs of 
shaving cream floating on the water, too. That is good; Matthieu shaved before he left. 
She fishes out a can with a hand showing only the slightest trembling, sets it on the 
counter, and pops the top with the hard callous at the tip of her right index finger. The 
finger has popped a top or two before. 
It is wann, but good. Foster's. Imported. Not from Australia as you would think, 
but actually from a breWe1)' in Toronto (I'll take Beer Trivia/or eight-hundred, Alex). 
More than twice what they would nonnally pay, but last night was a celebration - even now 
Matthieu is downtown at his "01' buddy" Ham's garage, getting reemployed, this 1ime in 
Fredericksburg, Virginia. Of course at twenty dollars for the case, there was no way they 
could eat. 
little Mac drinks half the can, keeping the mallets at bay, and although her innards 
hitch at the prospect she has them well trained and they quickly settle back to grwnbling 
submission. She sets the can on the wet sink-top and puts both hands palm down to either 
side of it. She glances at the mirror and catches her own shadowed eyes before she can 
tum away. Medusa with a looking glass. 
"He won't get the job," the face tells her, and she nods. Like the voice seven-years 
dead always said, Honey, workers work, and drinkers drink. You gotta play to your 
strengths. 
Matthieu smiles and music blares from the juke box at the end of the bar: 
Hey. Now. The well's run dry -
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"Man alive, this is classic shit," he says to no one in particular, but out loud just the 
same. "Smoldn' Joe ... wbat? Like 73?" 
He grins a wann cajWl grin and drums his hands on the bar top, on either side of 
the tumbler into which the bartender adds Old Crow and sloe gin to generic amaretto. A 
splash oflemonjuice - bargain basement Alabama Slammer. 
"Muchos gracias, mon ami," :M.atthieu says, taking hold of the glass. Before he can 
raise it to his lips the bartender lays a restraining hand on his wrist 
"That'll be four and a half;" he says. The bartender has the look of Appalachia 
about him. Long stony foreanns, eyes like smoke Wlder a wisp of white hair. 
"A'course," Matthieu says, Wlperturbed. He digs his wallet from a back pocket and 
flips through the bills. Both of them. He hands the bartender the larger and gets fifteen-
fifty back. While the change is being COWl ted out Matthieu takes a deep drink and resumes 
drwnming along with the song. He glances at his wrist where up Wltil Philadelphia his 
watch used to be, then shifts his eyes to the clock behind the bar. 
"Say, you mind if I just start a tab?" Matthieu asks as he is handed his change. He 
drops the quarters to the bar top as a tip and pockets the rest "Looks like I may be a 
while." 
The bartender shrugs and Matthieu salutes him with his drink before taking another 
sip. 
The first beer of the morning quiets her insides, more by omission than by 
correction. The damage is still there, it just matters less to her. 
Little Mac drinks it lying in bed, propped up against the wall and looking towards 
the dark TV set she has no desire to tum on. It is quiet this early in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. There is a highway not far away from the motel - the big one - I 95. North to 
Washington, Bal'mere. Big Mac's New York, eventually. South forever, all the way to 
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Miami. It is the string from which hang all the tarnished cities of the east and it is busy at 
all hours, but through the walls of the Holiday Inn it is only a dull sea-shell roar. 
Matthieu took the last pack of smokes, but he left three cigarettes on the night 
stand, placed end to end in a triangle, with a disposable lighter standing in the center. A 
tower surrounded by a fence; it looks too regular and neatly arranged to disturb, but a 
smoke is a smoke, is a smoke. Little Mac destroys the tableau and lights one. The first 
pull makes her cough wretchedly and she nearly drops the cigarette to the bed, but the 
second is better and the third divine. She smokes it to the filter. 
This leaves her only two cigarettes and two beers besides. Not enough. It is only 
ten in the morning and there is no telling when Matthieu will be back. Out of beer, the 
truce with her hangover will be called off; out of cigarettes will just be hell. She does not 
want to go out but the longer she waits the worse it will be. 
The clothes she wore yesterday are thrown over a chair. The rest are in her bags in 
the car, which Matthieu has taken. She pulls on the jeans and a wrinkled T-shirt, a jean 
vest that used to be a jacket - a frayed white beard around the arm holes. She picks the 
pea-coat that was once Big Mac's off the floor and goes through the pockets. In one she 
finds a god-send, a crumpled five dollar bill, another two dollars in change among the other 
pockets. Enough for something, anyway. She puts on her old battered tennies, the 
mandatory sunglasses forced through uncombed hair, and slips a warm can of Foster's into 
each hip coat pocket The cigarettes and lighter she canies cupped gently in one hand. 
There was only one room key and it is not here. 
It is sunny outside, God's own high-beams, Big Mac would have said. Then he 
would have grimaced and shaken his fist at the sky. He would have set off striding across 
the motel lot, the first cigar of the day waggling from his clenched jaw as he whistled the 
song of her name and slapped a hip for her to follow, like she were a collie-dog. Alone she . 
proceeds with less enthusiasm, but as much purpose, and walks in the direction he would 
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have gone. These are the things he knew and passed on - the habitat of off-ramp motels, 
the world of exhaust-soaked concrete, stunted bushes, and dead grass. She knows where 
the gas stations will be though she can't see them from here. She knows that in the right 
back comer, in sharp view of the convex mirror clearly visible from the register, will be a 
glass cooler door with the specials magic-markered on post-it notes. Gas station stock: 
Twelves of the major labels, quart bottles of Colt 45, tall boys of Busch and Bud. 
Nothing harder than wino stand-bys: Mad Dog, Thunderbird, Night Train. These are 
what insure that gas stations always have change. 
Away from the motel buildings the wind is blowing cold, and Little Mac pulls her 
father's coat closer around her. It is November ... something .... in Fredericksburg, Virginia, 
and there are spots of blackened snow under the north sides of trees and buildings. Places 
with southern exposures have melted off, but there are comers the SWl will never touch. 
fIrm in love, " Matthieu declares with a sigh.. 
He stands in front of the juke box, a huge old thing illuminated from within, 
holding the second frosty mug ofhis tab. He reads the names of musicians through the 
plexi-glass aloud, though the only other person in the place is still the bartender, and he is 
reading a Richmond paper at the far end of the bar. 
"Walsh, Zevon, Pirates of the Mississippi. Thurogood, Van Monison - man, you 
got a lot of great shit on here. VelY eclectic, very nice." He raises his mug at the bartender 
in another salute and takes a swallow. The man glances at him briefly, says nothing. 
Matthieu gives the music selection one more look then changes the focus of his 
eyes sJightly, so he can see his reflection in the plexi-glass. He looks odd to himself in a tie, 
in the tie, the only one he has. It is black, and so suitable for both funerals and job 
interviews, the only tie occasions in Mattbieu's experience. He turns his head looking at his 
face, and notices that one sidebum is about a half-inch shorter than the other. He frowns 
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slightly before moving back to the bar. 
He retakes his stoo~ sets his beer down, and drums his hands on the bar top some 
more, though there is no music playing. The juke box takes fifty cents a song, a buck for 
three. He glances around half-hoping either somebody else will come in or the bartender 
will finaI1y notice the silence. But the door is still and the man is immobile behind his 
paper, radiating the quietness more than being bothered by it. 
"Say, partner," Matthieu calls, removing his wallet. "What's a shot of Jack go for?" 
"Two," the bartender says without looking up. 
Matthieu nods, and slaps a five on the bar. "Whyn't you give me one of those off 
the tab, and could I get the change in quarters?" 
Marlborough has a two-for-one de~ two packs of reds for a buck-seventy-five. 
Blessedly cheap, God Save Virginia. The cooler is where she knew it would be, and 
besides an out-of-her-price-range special on MGD twelves, the best buy is the new flavor 
of Mad Dog 20/20, Kiw.ilLemon, for $1.29. She can picture Big Mac next to her; see her 
father's reflection alongside hers in the glass door, and hear him grow~ What the hell is a 
kiwi? Who's gonna buy this shit? Yuppie-winos? S~ a bargajn is a bargain, and she 
takes two bottles of the greenish beverage. He would have done the same. 
After the silent transaction with the kid at the register she is left with barely three 
dollars. The kid slides the coins to her and says nothing, and though she only looks at the 
change she can feel his eyes on her, as she could feel them on her back from the cooler. 
Looking at her with suspicion, or just the standard leer? She doesn't mow or care. Either 
way she's too tired to tell him to go fuck himself just now, so she never does meet his eyes. 
When she's walking for the door he calls, "Have a good'un, Miss," in a tone trying to be 
confident. It would have been the leer. 
Outside it feels colder, though the sun is higher in the sky. Some front of weather 
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is lurking somewhere just over the highway horizon, waiting to pounce. Uttle Mac takes 
the last Foster's from her coat (she drank the other along the half-block from the motel) 
and pops it open. It is still wann but still better than she suspects the 1vID 20/20 will be. 
She could go back to the mote~ but she doesn't have a room key. She could 
probably get one from the desk, but this would involve some explaining and she has no 
idea what the room nmnber is now anyway. There are some fast food joints down the 
same frontage street as the gas station; she can see the bright signs standing in a row further 
down. All the french-mes three dollars can buy, but what's the point? She is hungty but 
at the same time the thought of food makes her slightly nauseous. It will be act of will 
enough to keep the Kiwi Mad Dog down by itself 
There is a sign post at the edge of the gas station lot, pointing directions to car 
washes and the fast food depots. Beneath these is a smaller brown sign pointing away 
from the highway and reading "Fredericksburg Park" in white letters. Uttle Mac has some 
knowledge of parks also acquired from her father's repertoire, knows them as quiet 
greenness where a person can sit without someone corning by every five minutes and 
asking if you're going to buy something. 
She follows the arrow of the brown sign away from the highway, drifts slowly 
inland from the busy trade route and its day-glo plastic waystations. By way of breakfast 
she finishes the last beer and opens a pack of Marl boroughs. 
Matthieu finishes a beer and sets the mug on the bar with a thump. He points at it 
with one finger, drops the thumb like a pistol hammer, and nods towards the bartender. 
The juke is playing one of his songs: 
Well ifit rains, I don't care, 
makes no difference to me ... 
"Yeah, it ain't as bad up there as you might think," Matthieu resumes speaking 
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while patting his shirt down for a cigarette and a match. "Worst thing lots of places is 
finding a bar that opens before noon. " 
Matthieu finds his cigarettes but no light. While the bartender is refilling the mug 
he reaches beneath the bar and produces a wicker basket of matchbooks he slides 
Matthieu's way. 
"Much obliged, " Matthieu says, lighting his smoke. He looks at the face of the 
matchbook. "Shep's Place, huh? That you?" 
He looks at the bartender but the man shakes his head. He slides Matthieu the 
fresh draw. 
"Just working for the man every night and day, huh?" Matthieu says, "You don't 
have to tell me abou-" 
didn't?" 
"That's five," the man who is not Shep says. ''You got enough to cover this?" 
Matthieu's smile falters. "Course I do," he says. "You think rd still be drinking if I 
The bartender says nothing. Doesn't even blink. 
"I ain't a damn low-life, " Matthieu says, "I got an interview here in this pissant town 
today yet." 
"Tab don't wait for you to get a job. " 
"I've got the damn money!" Matthieu says. 
The bartender's expression doesn't change, but he shrugs and turns back to his 
paper. Matthieu looks after him for a moment, then raises his mug and drinks it, all of it. 
The beer pours into him like a bucket, sloshing with the rest, and the whiskey. He brings 
the mug back hard to the bar top, gets off his bar stoo~ and takes his wallet from his back 
pocket. He takes out the ten, leaving him only a five and some quarters, and slaps it on the 
bar. 
"You can keep the damn change," Matthieu sneers at the impassive bartender, ''I'll 
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take my business elsewhere!" He manages an offended swagger all the way outside and 
around the comer of the building, where he hitches over, screws his eyes shut, and vomits 
foam from his mouth and nose. 
"Ouch," Matthieu grunts and wipes the back ofhis hand under his nose. He opens 
his eyes and looks down at the wet stained tie swinging from his neck. 
"Dh, fuck me runnin'," Matthieu mumbles and loosens the knot enough to yank 
the tie off over his head and drop it to the puddle on the ground. In the wall beside him is 
a window, painted black on the inside, probably Shep's shitter. Matthieu looks at himself, 
lips wet, hair screwy, and he chuckles at the image. 
"Come here often?" he asks. 
The street turns residential. The houses are small but the trees in the yards huge. 
An old neighborhood, hauntingly nice - homes for those that work hard all week and putter 
in the yard after church on Stmdays. 
At least that is the way Little Mac imagines home life to go, she's not working from 
experience here. Or maybe everybody living in the nice houses of Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, are suburban satanists or closet necrophiles, or something that would make the 
lead story on a trashy afternoon talk show. That thought cheers her a bit as she passes 
before the faceless dwellings, taking the occasional suck from the open :Mad Dog she 
carnes with the paper sack twisted around its stubby neck; the other bottle rides along in a 
wide pea-coat pocket. The kiwi stuff is appallingly bad, but she never doubted it would be. 
She reaches an intersection. Another brOMl sign indicates that the park is down the 
cross-street to the right, running towards a steep wooded hill Little Mac winces at. She 
hopes the park isn't on top of the hill; she doesn't feel much like billygoat-ing up the damn 
thing. 
Still, it's either that or sprawl out in somebody's front yard Maybe crash on a 
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porch until the happy-bomc-owners get back from work, then leap up and tell them to get 
the fUct out of her driveway. Chuck a bottle at them. Little Mac stands at the corner and 
smiles softly to herself. It sounds like one of the joking suggestions Big Mac used to make 
to get her to laugh; 
Scare holy helloutta the natives! 
She glances to her side, for one second almost expecting to see him there with his 
big hands jammed into the pockets ofms coat, the coat she is now wearing, cigar jutting 
belligerently from bared teeth. Then a look over at her, a wink. A ruffling of her hair, and 
then that firm hand on her shoulder. But there is nothing there but quiet homes that aren't 
hers, and the signpost bearing the name of the CfOSS-street, "Sunken Road. " 
Litde Mac tries to force a smirk at the name, then tumsand sets offdown the road 
towards the hiD. She goes a :full block before taking another swig of Dog; before she feels 
like she can open her mouth without screaming. 
Downtown at Ham's, Matthieu looks at the boardcd-over windows, at the sickly . 
weeds impossibly growing from the tom concrete where the gas pumps would have been, 
and he suddenly remembers that Ham has been dead for two or three ycars. He knew 1hat. 
Somebody told him, some Dmc ago. Looks like the garage didn't survive Ham long. 
Matthicu si1s in his idling Qal' 100king at the place,. thinking he should-haw thought 
this through a bit more. like before they drove a h1Uldred and forty miles down here, 
should have thought it through then. Actually, wbat·he should haw done was make a 
goddamn note to himself next to Ham's address the couple of years ago when somebody 
had told him the man wu fucldng dead: That would have been the brighter DlOVC. 
The car stereo is on. Jolm Lee Hooker is growling out 'Tm Bad Like Jesse James" 
via tape. It occurs to Matthieu that "It Serves You Right To Suffer" is ahead on 1his same 
album, and he slaps the stereo off with his address book just before he throws it as bard as 
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he can side-anned at the passenger window. The pages ruftle as the book bounces to the 
seat, and Matthieu drops his head to the steering wheel. 
He can't go back to Little Mac without something. 'Ibis is getting serious now; 
after that stupid case of import beer last night (which Mac drank most of anyway!) they are 
just about flat done-out, money wise. Just about every wise. 
"Son of a bitch, " Matthieu mumbles to himself. His neck hurts from heaving 
outside Shep's and there's a burning sensation creeping around the insides ofhis nostrils. 
Without the stereo on he can hear the noise outside the Chevy, and even though 
Fredericksburg, Virginia, is only a shadow of the cities he has stumbled among for his 
entire life, it is full of the same fonnless gnash of sound; like eve:tything is either rising up 
or faUing down, and Matthieu feels it all pressing him into the ground with its hostile 
weight. 
There are other garages in town.. That idea gives him an inch of breathing room, 
until he considers the odds of someone he doesn't know giving him, with his shoddy 
record, work. Sure, waltz in with puke on your breath and see if somebody needs a brake 
job. 
Matthieu raises his head from the wheel just far enough to let it thud back down. 
with emphasis. 
He needs a plan, he needs an idea. He needs a drink. 
That thought opens his eyes again. That would be vet)' nice, and very easy, and 
hardly the first time. He could find the nearest establishment selling something strong and 
cheap, forget about any preexisting casual ties, and throw money towards the bar until his 
pockets were empty, and thereafter rely upon his own. cajun smile and Lou'sana wink, and 
the kindness of some new stranger. Wasn't that how he and Little Mac had hooked up to 
begin with? 
And Little Mac ... 
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So he can't. He always could before, but not now. Something has gone on here, 
and he cannot at this 1ime cut bait and head for the shore. He realizes this now, when he 
should have at least realized it in Philadelphia, when he hocked his watch, the watch his 
brother gave him. 
Matthieu raises his head from the steering wheel and looks over the dead garage lot, 
but not at it. Fredericksburg, Virginia, was a bust, but I 9S stretches a long way south. 
The next stop will work out, or the one after: Something will, and they'1l both be there for 
it. 
Mattbieu straightens and puts the Chevy back in drive. He pulls the car in a big arc 
through Ham's lot, and noses back onto the street He is one bad Jesse James of a 
resourceful mother fucker and this is aIljust a goddamn speed bump and he's come up 
smiling from worse before, and this 1ime it is more important, because it is not just him. 
Not anymore. 
And to prove it, Matthieu pulls over at an Amaco sta1ion on the way back to the 
motel and buys a cold twelve for Little Mac. He leaves it on the passenger seat and does 
not touch it til he gets back to the Holiday Inn and finds her gone. 
It is much later, and some weather is blowing in over Fredericksburg, Virginia. 
The wind picks up and the light of the sky weakens. Near Mac is the hunched statuary of 
the Kirldand Monument; two figures put up to remember a Rebel soldier that couldn't take 
the Cl}'ing of the Union wounded in the cold night after the battle - who went out between 
the Jines to give them water and hold their hands while they died. In the afternoon light the 
shadows of the monmnent gradually fade from sharp relief to a grey blur on the trimmed 
grass. 
Little Mac sits on a bench nearby, in front of the bullet-riddled Innis House. 
Behind her is the restored Stone Wall, and beyond that the hill caned Matye's Heights rises 
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to its crown of cannon, marking where Lee's artillety stood all the years ago. This is not 
quite the type of park she expected, but the bottles are empty just the same. Her head is 
more than a bit swimmy and she is somehow glad for that: It turns out that 
Fredericksburg, Virginia, is not a place she could handle dead sober. She has read all of 
the plaques around the path and all of the brochures in the visitor displays by the 
bathrooms, and while some of it has been, well. .. moving; there are some bits of info that 
she would have preferred to have done without, like the descriptions of what cannister 
artillery shot would do to a man. 
A car approaches from the south along the Sunken Road, all but the top hidden 
behind the Stone Wall. There has been some small amount of traffic on the Road all day, 
and each and every time it has struck her as wrong. She'd be sitting there picturing fully 
the battle in 1862, imagining the Irish Brigade making its doomed charge at the Wall, and 
right through the middle of it drives some dickhead in a Hyundai. They should not let cars 
on the Road. 
But the top of this new car slows, and finally halts. The driver's door opens, and 
Matthieu emerges and stands up behind the Wall, looking towards her from the 
Confederate rifle positions. Little Mac shivers on her bench. 
"Mac?" he calls. The overcast sky has made the day a bit dim at the foot of the 
Heights. She raises an arm at him, waves him on. 
"Pull into the lot," she says, her voice cracking as these are the first words she has 
spoken in hours. "You can't park there." She starts to cough, and she grinds out her 
cigarette against the bench. 
Matthieu looks ahead to the entrance to the parking lot, past the end of the Wall. 
He gets back in the car and drives around. 
Little Mac looks at the smoldering butt she holds, then glances towards the nearest 
trash can, many steps away. She has little confidence in her current ability to travel the 
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distance without pitching headlong, but doesn't feel right in just tossing the butt on the 
ground here either. She gives it one more hard extinguishing rub over the bench, and 
drops it in a pocket. 
Matthieu's Chevy pulls into the empty lot, and he parks it across two spaces. Uttle 
Mac doesn't look at him as he approaches, leaving the car running, the radio on loud. She 
doesn't recognize the music, but its name is not important. As she will always remember 
the bumt"C3Ipet stench of cheap Swisher cigars in the air around her father, she will always 
remember the air around Matthieu as full of nameless music. 
"Christ, I been looking for you for an hour," Matthieu says. She can hear the soft, 
sluggish edges on his words, knows what they mean. 
"rve been here," she says. Her own voice is slurred, too. She:finally looks up at 
him, at Matthieu. In one hand he is grasping the edge of a MGD twelve, drooping like the 
box is half empty. His ever .. present smile is beaming infectiously forth, though now it sets 
Little Mac to thinking about Louisiana. Rebels. 
Matthieu stops in front of her. He glances at the hill, looks all around at the 
markers and cannons. 
"So what is all this?" he asks. 
"Federigs ... " she stops, takes a breath, starts again, "Fredericksburg National 
Battlefield Park. " 
"Oh yeah?" Matthieu looks at the houses surrounding the small field. "Right here 
in the middle of town?" 
"This wasn't the middle of town then, " Little Mac says, "The town grew up around 
it." She knows that he doesn't really care, knows he is only trying to keep her from asking 
about the job. She is too tired to mention that anyway. She does not have the energy to 
nod acceptance at whatever glib excuse Matthieu has spent the day creating. 
"Huh," is all he says for now, then settles down next to her on the bench and pats 
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her leg with one hand, rubs at her knee. Though her sense of smell is only negligible after 
half a lifetime of cigarettes, she can smell the booze on Matthieu, or maybe just feel it. 
"So tell me all about it," he says, nuzzling against her, still working to keep her off 
the other subject. 
Little Mac sighs and looks towards the Wall, the Road, the Heights. There is a lot 
here, all that she has been reading all day, but she says only, "A bunch of Union guys kept 
charging that wall over there, like fourteen times, I think. About nine-thousand of them got 
mowed down by the Rebs, by rifles and cannons. " 
Mattbieu snorts, like he's amused. Little Mac turns and looks at him darkly. "That's 
funny?" she asks. 
"Well, fourteen times?" Matthieu shrugs. ''You'd think they would have caught on 
before that" 
Little Mac feels a sudden Watlll bum of anger in her throat. All day she has been 
thinking of the poor men being tom apart by cannons. Thinking of the first unit in, New 
York's Irish Brigade, marching into the fire to the time of their regimental bands, Wlder 
their emerald battle flags. Picturing the face of every soldier as her father's. She thinks he 
would have wanted to go out like that, ifhe'd ever had a choice. 
"So what happened with Ham?" Little Mac fires at Matthieu, but he just shrugs 
again. 
"Wasn't hiring," he says. "Doesn't really matter though, I got a better idea. " 
He starts taking about Wilmington, North Carolina. Some old buddies of his that 
own a marina. Little Mac hardly listens. The names are different but she's heard it before. 
She just stares off towards the cannons facing them from up on the hill Wltil Mattbieu trails 
off. 
"I guess we should get going again then, huh'?" she asks. 
Matthieu nods and gets back to his feet. He switches the beer to his other hand and 
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offers her a bent ann. "Your chariot awaits, " he says. 
Little Mac doesn't take his ann. She gets up by herself slowly with her feet apart, 
swaying like she's far out at sea. Matthieu just waits with one eyebrow raised, but Little 
Mac steps around him, and starts wa1king unevenly towards the Wall. As woozy as she 
feels, she has little reason to think that she can make it all the way there, but then did 
anyone who ever marched at that wall all the years ago really think that they would get 
there? She can almost hear the Irish Brigade's bands playing the song of her name, and she 
steps off towards the wall in time. 
She gets closer than most of them. ever did, before her eyes rise to the silent cannon 
on the hill and her feet lose their way on the ground. She stumbles and hits the grass with 
a sharp cry, and Matthieu is there instantly at her side, rolling her gently up against himself. 
Mac's depth perception is already shot, and the fall didn't help: She can't immediately tell if 
Matthieu is hunched beside or above her. The world is spinning; a reel of grass, stone, and 
darkening sky, and her ankle starts to throb somewhere down far below. Matthieu 
supports her, propping her up, and she can hear coo~ comforting, but indecipherable 
accented words in her ear, and she feels a freshly opened can being brought to her lips, and 
a hand lightly touching her hair. She drinks, the world slowly steadies, and she sees the 
sun set behind the Kirkland monument, though in the fading light the silhouettes of the two 
enenues are as one. 
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FLIPPER 1lIE STRlPPER 
There is a good four things wrong with this Monday morning. . 
First and foremost is just that: It's Monday, first day of the work week, though of 
course evety1hing you earn today is going to the govenunent Which begs the question, 
why the hen show up for work? 
But like a putz I do, and so there I am smack dab in 1he midsection of 1he second 
reason this is shaping up to be a 1ruIy lousy day, which is 1he work itself. See, I'm a 
stripper. 
No, DO, no, not one of those. I don't shake my money-maker for anything but 
purely recreational PUl'pOSCS (not that "Chip'n'Dales" or whoever have been exactly beating 
my door down). No, what I do to pay the rent is strip photo-reagent off panels ofJiU1e 
metal parts that go into pacemakers and computers and missile guidance systems and God-
knows-what-a1I. The .photo-reagent is this ~-juice colored goo that goes all over 
1he panels when the parts are laminated and etched out, and you get it off with a line of 
tanks full ofPratta brand hot stripper, weak hydrochloric acid, and aIcoho~ with rinse tanks 
in between. Then you chy 1he panels in owns, or with towels for the smaller, more 
delicate stuff. That's what I do; soak and rinse and chy 1hese pane~ for ten hours a day, 
four days a week. Or:five, on glorious Ume-~a-haIf; ifwe're behind. And we are pretty 
much always behind. 
I'm a s1lipper, and as such, my MondaYs are lousy from. the get-go. This particular 
one I'm talking about now doesn't stop there though: It's also raining out, which is hardly 
rare for Tacoma, but means that on cigarette breaks everybody wiJl have to huddle against 
the wall out by the loading. dock, like we're an guests at the St .. Valentine's Day Massacre. 
Really blows dog, as the kids are wont to say. 
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Fourth and finally, something is up. Up as injanuned up, screwed up; or the 
explicative of your choice, up. I know this because I've been doing my little strip gig here 
at Kirkson Parts, Inc. for some years now, and after that long I can read the signs. No, not 
the ones that say don't drink the hydro, I could read those when I got here. I mean the 
signs that say the shit is starting to circle in the air, looking for a fan. 
One end of the room where the Strip and Prep decks are goes up to the front 
offices, and an morning there's been quite the hub-bub going on out there. People keep 
scurrying by past the door talking real fast (though I can't make out what they've been 
saying from my deck, not over the coun1ry music on the radio), and about twenty some-
odd minutes ago the Lord of the Manor, Wayne KiItson himself; went barreling 1hrough 
here heading for Inspection, with his 1ie and two supervisors, Bruce and Sharon, flapping 
behind him. Wayne is the owner of our fine establishment and he's usually only in here 
once or twice a week (prmiding he's not in Barbados, or some-damn-wheres),and even 
then, it's never at 8:30 in the morning. I don't know what it is yet, but something, 
sporIsfans, is most definitely up. 
Besides keeping half an eye and ear on the door up front, I've spent the last hour 
and a half since I rolled in.doing the Monday morning change on my strip and hydro tanks. 
The tine is ready to go, except for s1rip tank two, which is stuck at 114 degrees. So I'm 
stining it around with a sawed-offbroom handle, 1rying to coax it up to 130, when from 
behind me I hear somebody start softly singing: 
"They call him. .. Flippcr ... Flippcr ... Flippcr the ... " a longer pause, " ... S1ripper." 
I look away from the steaming Pratta, over my shoulder. Geraldine Fenwyk is 
standing on the floor, leaning with her forearms against one of my. drying tables,. and a 
sneaker dotted with orange stains from the etchers tapping against the deck (the purple goo 
dries orange). She's poin1ing at DK\ and from the end of her extended finger, in a yeBow . 
rubber glove, a circular part hanp from a wire hook. 
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Wfor me?" I ask, and Geri. nods. 
nicotine gum. Geri's. one of half dozen college kids Wayne takes on through.a-temp 
semcc, just for the summer. They do most of the gnmt/scunying WotX over the heavy 
months. Geri, for instance, is a runner. She takes parts from Cutting to Prep to Printing to 
Lamination to Etching to Stripping to I1ispection to Packing, and back and forth and in 
between and aD over the damn place. We tend to get a real high turnover among the 
conege kids, and there win probably be twenty of them through here for the six openings in 
the next three months. Turns out that philosophy and what-not majors can only stand 
feeding roDs of metal sheets into a cutter for just so long, before they bolt for a bar, or a 
hbraly, orwbatever. 
Geri. might hold out though, she's got a decent attitude and seems to keep herself 
amused, moning around all day. She's maybe a bit too chipper in·the moming,.but that 
can be fmgiven as she is definitely easy on the eyes. Right now she looks grand with her 
hair back in·a pony-tail, and across the room on the. Prep deck I can see· that .Cowboy Doug 
is enjoying the view from behind 
"So you going to strip for me or not?" Geri waggles the. part around over the table 
and tilis her head. l've got to grin at that I take the stirrer out of number two and set it 
aside, then take the part by the hook. It's a circle of metal about fourinchcs across, and a 
:fraction of a :fraction of an inch thick. It has been etched already, so the fine spideJy 
design is covered with purple mucous.· 
I hook the wire over another sawed-offbroom stick and then set that lengthwise 
across the top of tank one, w.Uh the part hanging down into the Pratta, and hit the timer· 
above it. Seconds start clicking oft; and I notice Geri is s1iD. hanging around at the dlying 
table, looJdng at the smoke coming off the mipper. The Praua stripper, not me. 
"So what is tis?" I nod towards the sunk part. "FIrSt sample of an Eagle ordetr' 
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Geri nods, "Y cab, Len wants it back when it's clean. "Len is the head etcher, king 
ofms domain, like I am of mine. 
"I thought we were going to finish that Honeywell order thismomiog. " 
Geri shakes her head. The radio is over on Doug's Prep deck and he's got it tuned 
to a country station. Some twangy, whiny thing is on. Gerl rocks back and forth on her 
heels in time and starts making little rumbling Elvis-y noises in the back of her throat, too 
quiet for Doug to hear. 
"No can do, S1ripper man. Etcher one is down, so Len's 1lying to get two going on 
the Eagle order." .. 
"Down and out?" I·ask. Geri shrugs. 
"Don't know, but it sure· sounds pretty Biddy. A lot like this song." She glances 
behind her over at Doug, who is rinsing a plastic bucket tun of pacemaker battely cases out 
at the sink with his back to us, and humming. along with the radio. Gerllooks backatnte 
and roDs her eyes. "Don't you usually have that radio'r 
"He.got here first, " I say. The Eagle sample has been in the stripper.for a minute 
and a halfnow, which is long enough for a single part. I take the hook off the stick andJift 
the part out, the goo has dropped off and left it sbiDy silver. I rinse it in two water tanks, 
sbaldng it out good between, and hang it into a tank of diluted hydrochloric acid for 
another ninety second soak. I tum back to Geri, who has walked along at the base of the 
deck. The deck is actuany just a step up from the floor, but it runs· about forty feet along 
the tanks and the white fume hood that haDgs over them. 
"So is that why Wayne is nmning around here?" I ask, "Because of the etcher?" 
Geri raises an eyebrow. "Wayne's here? Monday morning? What, is the building 
on fire?" 
"You haven't seen him in etching?" I ask. Geri shakes her head. 
"Huh, " I say, and look back towards the door to the front. 
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We make a Jitde more small talk about the weekend, though neBber of us did much 
of anything. After the part comes out of the hydro, it gets another rinse, then goes just 
briefly through two alcohol baths. I always thought it was ldnd of fimny that here. at this 
high tech company making parts where .001 inch can ruin a whole nul, an important stage 
in the process is sticking them in alcohol and "jiggling" them around. How's that for 
precision? 
I could put the Eagle. part in the oven, but it's just as easy.to hand-dry it by itself. I 
do that, Jaying it down careful between spotless white cloths, and·rubbing over it with a 
haDed-up towe1, both sides, then put it back on the hook and hand the shining silver circle 
back to Geri. 
"Right then, off I go!" she says, and turns back for the door to etching. "And hey, 
m see if I can't get the skinny on why the boss-man cometh. It 
"Yau do that, " I nod. Then I notice that Doug has ducked out for a pee break, 80 I 
go steal back the radio. 
The Eagle run apparently looks good to the naked eye, 80 Len starts sending whole 
panels of eight through his etcher. Geri starts bringing them over by sets offour, carrying 
them on upside-down plastic lids, like they are pizzas. Soaking wet, pmple reagent stained, 
pizzas. After I've stripped the :first twelve panels she takes them over to Ving in inspection. 
It'J1 be at least five or ten minutes until he gets the official okay or nay back to Len, so I 
take the opportunity to peel off my gloves and duck out the bade. 
Len had the same idea. He is already out by the dock, pressed up against the wall 
with·rain coming down in a drizzle over the edge of the root; just about two inches in front 
of the end ofhis cigarette. Len's a thick-set, little guy, and his eyes are close together 80 he 
looks like he's glaring at something even when he's not, though he usually is. I Jighta 
cigarette myseJf and scoot out next to him. 
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"Hey Flip," he says. He stiR has his tUbber apron on and it'a getting a little wet. 
Old orange etcher :fluid is starling to drip to the asphalt from the bottom. I've got my apron 
on too, but ifs nowhere near as gooed up as his. 
"How's your wife and my kids?" Len asks me. 
"We sold those ugly freaks years ago," I say back, and lean against the wall next to 
him. Me and Len have wodced here the same amount of time, 80 by now we probably 
haw a couple of months in mutual cigarette-break time built up. I point at the orange ring 
forming in front of Len's stained shoes. "What the hen have you been doing over there? 
Looks like you ran yoursclftbrough an etcher." 
"You're not far oft;" Len sneers. 'Tve been hip deep in nwnber one's guts for the 
better part of an hour. FJippcr, I think she's had it for good this time." Len crosses himself 
with his cigarette butt, then:Dicks it away into the rain. 
"That why Wayne's here today1" I ask, but Len shakes his head. 
"Not so far as I know. Geri said you saw him in here this morning, but we ain't 
seen him in Etching yet. Lucky for him, too." Len tams so he can gesture in front ofbim 
without sUcking an arm out in the rain. "You know, we never bad this kind of shit, 
e\Ie1)1biDg faDing apart, unDl Wayne cut out the contractors and moo to do an the upkeep 
protocols in-house. Not to mention 1he damn cleaning; have you gone in the john over by 
OrtDng for a while? Clnist, it's like the end of the goddam world in therel" 
That's an true, of course. Heck, up to three years ago we were mnning two 
stripper Jines with four guys full-time, and now it's just me and a temp kid two or three 
days a week. Things are tough an over, and I'm about teD. Leil as much, but get intenupted 
by a long ron aftlnmder. Not from the weather, from a plane. Kirkson Inc is positioned 
right in theftigbt pa1h for SeaTac, and an day the big planes are coming in low on their 
final approach, gear down, looking so big like you could stand on your tippy-toes on the 
roof and reach right up and grab a wing. Me and Len tmn and look up as this one comes 
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in through the rain shaking the whole dock. 
"Hope he slides into the Sound, " Don DmOWS his eyes at the jet as it disappears 
behind the warehouses across the way. 
"PoweU! Gant!" a woman's voice batb out right beside us. It 80wds just like 
Sharon Granger, the front office supervisor, and both me and Lenjump and look guiltily in 
her direction. It's not like ifs a big deal that we're grabbing a quick smoke or anything, it 
just doesn't look good on a day when Wayne is here. 
But ifs not Sharon, ifs Geri again. She snuck up on us along the wan while the 
plane was going over, and now she just puts her hands behind her back and blinks 
innocently. 
"Gocfdammitt" Len snaps. Geri gives a little laugh and ducks out into the raiD, 
then squeezes against the wan between us. She usually sidles up next ~ somebody on a 
smoke break.. She says she quit a month ago, but stiD. needs the smell now and again. She 
also tends to break down and hit somebody up for one by midaftemoon on real slow days, 
while stiR claiming she no l<mger smokes (they don't count if you bum them). 
Geri closes her eyes and inbalesdeep through. her nose. "Ab," she sighs, "1 low the 
smeK ofwet tobacco in the morning. It smeDs like ••• wct tobacco in the morning. " 
"Don't you haw any worlc to do?" Len says. Not like he himself is hurrying back 
in. 
"Not at present, Ving's still checking the panels." Geri. opens her eyes and looks 
from Len to me. "Anything else on your mineiT' Again with the innocence. 
"You find out why Wayne's here?" I ask. 
"1 did indeed." Geri nods. . "He and the supe's were ratl8aQking the crates in 
Inspection for a good part of the morning. Ving was, of course, naturany curious. " 
"What are they looking for?" I ask. Len is looking curious too, and Gerl's clearly 
eI\ioying dragging us along. 
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"WeD, Wayne was apparently rather tight-lipped about the whole thing, didn't want 
to say. ButVing cornered Btuee aHUle later •.. " 
"Would you cut to the damn chase a1ready?" Len snaps. Geri looks at him and 
smiles, "Gimme a cigarette." Len grumbles, but does, and Geri sUcks it in her back pocket 
forJater. 
"WeU?" Len demands. 
Geri's grin widens. "They're.looking for gold. " 
"Gold, " Ving confirms, "Least a hundred pounds of it. " 
The three of us, Len, Geri, and me, are in Inspection, standing in a semicircle 
around Ving's table. There are eight of the tables in Inspection, high dUngs with dense 
plastic tops, lit:from inside. The whole area is kept just real clean and precision looking, 
even though there's generaBy several crates of parts and batte1y cases piled around on the 
carpet Ving is the only one here this morning, and when we came in he was hunched over 
the first few panels of the Eagle run, sliding the parts meter a wide magnifyil1g glass 
attached by a multi-jointed black arm to the table-si.de. Now he has puled offhis silk 
gloves and is giving us the low-down. 
"Bruce says he checked Pla1ing before he locked up Friday night, and it was s1i1l 
there. This morning, poofl" 
"Hang on, " Len says, "What the hen was it doing here? We haven't gold-plated 
anything in more than a monthl" 
"Got an Ambrecht order next week, " Ving says, "Gold's been here since 
Thursday. " 
"1 didn't see it. " 
"Len, they don't write 'Gold' on the side of the crate," I tell him myself. "Ifyau 
didn't go bide in the crapper evcty time a truck comes in, you'd know that. " 
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Geri snorts. "I always wondered why I never saw you helping unload. " 
Ving shakes a scornful finger Len's way, and calls him a "Razy American," which 
is a nmningjoke, as Ving's family is Thai or something, even though they've been in the 
states since like ... weD, forever. 
"So why was Wayne looking for it in here?" I ask. 
"He wasn't, they were going through Packing, " Vmgjetts a thumb at the back door 
of the room. "We're taUdng about a whole damn crate here, you know how much those 
bastards weigh. Wayne's probably hoping nobody could have just got it out in a car, so 
they were opening up evetything we've got waiting, seeing if auybody was trying to ship 
the shit ouUa here along with the orders." 
"No dke?" Len asks. 
"Nor gold neither. " 
"So where are Wayne and his lackeys now?" Geri asks. 
"Back up front, figwing out what the hen to do now, I 'magine." 
We all sort of nod and look thougbtful. Then a thought occurs to me, and to Len 
at the same 1ime, Our heads botbjerk and we look at each other. 
"Uh-oh, " Len says, and Ving nods at us. 
"What?" Geri says, "I can see the Jigbt bulbs over your heads. " 
"So it got nicked over the weekend, " Len says. 
Vingnods. 
"And nobody busted in here, 1hat they can ten, tighrl" I add. 
Ving shakes his head. 
"So it was an inside job ... " Geri prompts us. 
"Somebody with a key," Ving finally voices what we're thinking. 
Geri looks at the three ofus, "Okay, so that's Wayne, Sharon and Bruce," 
"And the area heads, " Len mutters, and the three of us each get our key rings out 
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ofback and sJDrt pockets. We hold them in front ofus like we're going to knock them 
toge1herand ac1ivate our Wonder Triplet powers. 
We just stand there for a minute, until Len finally sighs and says, "Crap." Then he 
looks around and gives us a tired-looking smile. "Anybody guess who's up first?" 
Cowboy Doug snagged 1he radio back while 1 was in Inspection, and its twanging 
away over on his Prep line again. I've been watching him for a bit, thinking that teclmica1ly 
he is 1he head of the Prep area (he's also 1he only one that works over 1here), 1hougb I'm 
not sure ifhe has a key or not Only one's I'm sure about are me, Len and Ving, Arnie in 
Cutting, Flo in Lamina1ion, and Dorothy in Printing. While lin 1rying to think if anybody 
else might have one, Geri steps in front of a drying table, faces me up on the deck, and 
says, "Looks like Etching's closed down for a while." 
I look at her. She's been running panels over here for about an hour, but now her 
hands are empty. 
"Len in the office?" I ask, and she nods. 
"Bmce came and got bimjust now, said that Wayne would like to speak with him. 
How'd he know they were going to talk to him first?" Geri asks. 
I sigh, "Len has a record. Kid stuff reaDy, cars and what-not He did a couple 
years, though. For theft. " 
Geri opens her eyes wider. "Really?" 
I suppose I frown at her. "Look, Len wouldn't have stolen anything from here. I 
mean sure, he bitches constantly about the place, but so do we an. It's not aD. that bad a job 
though, and Len's not going to work it for twelve years and then all-of-a-sudden decide to 
boost a box of gold. " 
Geri looks like she just got hit over the head. "Twelw years?" she says, "Working 
here?" 
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I must be getting pretty miffed at the whole morning, because that comment bugs 
me a lot more than it probably normally would. 
"Hey," I say, pretty sharp, "In case you haven't noticed, we're not anjust here 
between semesters, kid. " 
Geri looks honestly embatrassed, which makes me feel kind ofbad for snapping at 
her, even though it was a low-grade snap as snaps go. She reaDy has been decent to work 
with, and she newr slacks like most of the summer help does. She only slacks as much as 
us long-timers. 
"Flip, " she says, "I'm sorry, I didn't mean anything. .. " 
"It's okay, " I ten her, "I guess I'm just kind of jumpy 1his morning " 
I'm leaning against a drying table on my elbows, facing Gerl over it. She reaches 
up there an of a sudden and gives my ann a squeeze. 
"I'm sorry," she says again, and just looks at me. Then she turns around and goea 
heading back for the door to Etching. 
I'm a bit SUlpIised, and I just watch her an the way out of the room. Then I glance 
over at Cowboy Doug's deck and find him giving me his widest shit-eating grin. He roDs 
his eyes back and makes a gesture with his hips, I answer him with a gesture of my finger. 
We go in shifts on hmch; evmybody gets an hour between ten-thirty and one thirty. 
I take mine early today as Etching still im't sending over any new panels, and it's just me 
and Flo from Lamination, but she's on the phone at one side of the break room, 80 I'm 
-eating alone at a table by the front windows. Looks like the rain's puttering out. rm 
munching a tuna salad sandwich when Len comes flying through the door behind me and 
gooses me in the side, screaming, "No one expec1S the Spanish Inquisition!" ljust about 
spew tuna an over the table. 
"Len, Goddammit!" Flo screeches across the room with her hand cupped over the 
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phone, 'Tm talking to my kid's teacher!" Flo's hair is back in a big steel-grey bun (so it 
won't get caught in the sliding machinery of the laminator) and she looks pretty fierce. She 
gives Len a big time stink-eye and he cringes in terror. Then he slaps me on the shoulder 
and bawls, "Smoke break!" 
I stick the other half of my hmch in the break fridge and we go back through the 
building to the dock. The rain has stopped, so we don't have to press against the wall while 
weJightup. 
"So what happened?" I ask. Len's not wearing his rubber apron but he's still got on 
a pair of sneakers just stained to beat all hen. He sticks one foot in a puddle and shakes it 
out, ffinging litde orange globs around on the pavement. 
"Y'know, I bet I stained the fuck out of the carpet in Wayne's officel" 
"Len," I say. He waves his hands at me. 
"Nothing happenedl" he says, "Wayne puffed himsdfup like one of those fish and 
gave me the whole nine-yards 0( 'company property, gone missin& hurumph, hurumph!' 
Never once said, 'Ob, and by the way Gant, you're suspect numero wo."' 
"You think he thought that?" I ask. 
"'Course he thought that! I'm the only guy here with a record in the charts, as they 
say. But be wouldn't say that, of coume, so I did. " 
"Oh gee:ze, Lent" I can't help myself at that point, "What are you, retarded?" 
Len gives me a big smitk. He's got his cigarette januned in one comer ofms 
mouth, which right there is probably the limit of Len's best James Dean impression. StiD, 
be's got a happy rebel look in his eyes he probably ham't bad since be got out of a jail 
fifteen years ago. 
"Would you relax, Flipper? Relax! AU I did was speak up and ten Wayne that I 
knew why I was there, and then I asked him nhc actuaD.y thought I was stupid enough to 
sneak in, boost a fortune in gold, and then show up for wOlk Monday and spend the 
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whole morning trying to jury-rig enough of etcher one to keep turning out panels? Does 
this sound like the actions of a man with no loyalty to the company teat'?" 
"So'd he,:fire your ass?" I ask. 
Len shakes his head. "No. What he did," Len flicks his smoke away and steps 
closer, "was apologize, apologize, for wasUng my time. And then he said he was going to 
get a machinist in here to look at number one, this week!" 
Len holds his hands out in front ofhim, palms up, and I go ahead and give him the 
slaps. He's higher than a kite and he immediately announces at the top of his hmgs to the 
empty dock that he's going for a long hutch. I beg off to go :finish my tuna. 
On the way back to the break room up front, I wonder about Len's talk with 
Wayne. I know it didn't go like Len said, othCIWise it wouldn't have taken the hour-plus 
that it did. The way I figure it, Wayne probably already knew that the head ofhis Etching 
area wouldn't have stole from Kirkson Parts, Inc. Wayne probably just needed to talk to 
him. confirm for himself that Leonard Gam, at this point in his life, is not a guy looking for 
anything bigger than a regular job he's gotten good at, and a little orange-stained part of a 
dirty building where he can be king. 
I wonder if Wayne's going to want to talk to me today too, or ifhe already knows 
that I'm just as beat as Len, so why bother? 
The rest of the day is pretty slow, uneventful. Wayne is s1i1l in the building, up 
front somewhere, but he doesn't send the supe's back to fetch anybody else to his office. 
He just sits up there and stews, I guess. I s1iD. feel a little bad about the back-and-forth with 
Geri, and she must too, because neither ofus says much as she drops off and picks up 
panels. 1 keep tally on the Eagle panels that come over from Etching, and by four it's close 
to a hundred have been stripped and sent on to Inspec1ion. The order is for 256, but even 
if we can finish it today and tomOlTOW, we're already backing up on the Honeywen 11m.. 
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Looks like we'll an be working again Friday. 
I bad a couple cans of soda with hutch, and by four l've got to UDload them. I leave 
my deck and head up to the rest rooms in front, but when I push open the door the :first 
thing I see is beige slacks bunched up on the floor around an expensive looking pair of 
shiny black shoes, under the door of the one stall. Wayne Kirkson himself; in the dumping 
flesh. I don't go in, but an 1bat soda is stardng to slosh around, 80 I go around to the less-
:frequented john way back by Cutting. 
Len wasn't kidding when he said the place had seen better days. The air in there is 
just foul, the only paper towels are all balled up and spilling out of the garbage that 
probably ham't been dumped in a month, and the urinal is bleeding suspicious colored 
water through cracks in the bottom of the porcelain. h looks bad, but rm not about to risk 
a look in the staB, 80 I use the urinal and hit the flush with an elbow. 
, I'm wondering if touching the mildewy pink sink will actuaUy be less sanitary than 
not washing my bands at aD, when the whooshing ftush of the urinal cuts out with a 
sucking growl, and I hear water start to patter to the floor from inside the stall. 
My first impulse is just to leave, whistle nonchalantly, and make for my area on the 
other side of the building. I don't though; maybe me and Len are both the gutless 
company-wonders Wayne seems to think we are. I go to the stall door, which has an "Out 
of Service" sign on.it, and is only held shut with a strip of duct tape. I can stiD. hear water 
overflowing in there, and even though I'm no plumber and the extent of my plan is pretty 
much to jiggle the hancDe, I pun the tape off and let the door swing open. 
The overflow bas already slowed, and it finally stops at some point during the 
several minutes that I stand there staring into the stall The floor is soaked by then and I'm 
standing in this big scummy puddle, staring at the wide, umnadced crate, resting up on top 
of the bowl 
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At six, Wayne cuts everybody loose. He knows by the bacldog that we're going to 
need a full day on Friday, and he doesn't want anybody to start building up hours thatD. 
tum to over-time before that. 
Len, Ving, and a couple of1he others are headed down to our regular haunt. Out 
in the parking lot, Len annoWlCCS that he's buying, and everybody gives him a cheer. By 
now, the story is that Len bitch-s1apped Wayne until he broke down and agreed to buy a 
brand new Etcher. Looks like a good time, but I beg off and once an the other catS arc out 
of1he lot I drive 1he o1her way and pm behind one of1he warehouses in the same business 
pm as KiIkson, Inc, and walk back 
The rain has picked up again, so I huddle across the lot against one of the 
warehouses with my hands in my pockets, smoking. I feel a little bit like I'm in some 
Humphrey Bogart movie, but that thoughts not really enough to keep me from feeling 
anything other than lousy. 
Fact is, I don't know what the hen I'm doing. Whoever got in over the weekend 
obviously didn't get the gold an the way out, but I have no way ofknowing ifthey'rc 
coming back for it now that the theft's been noticed right away, and the heats on. 1f it had 
been me, rd probably just decide to leave enough harm done and wait for somebody to 
stumble upon the booty in the pooper. Like I did. 
So maybe I should've just nul right up front and told Wayne I found his gold. That 
would have at least saved me from standing against a warehouse in the rain, but the thing 
is, I just didn't feel like it. 
See, the way it seems to me, is that whichever one of us faithful KiIkson employees 
it was that puUed the yank on Wayne's gold, whoever used their key after hours and at least 
started to ... weD. .. at least started to do something; whichever one of us it was that did that, 
is doing something that the rest of us would love to do ourselves, but of course won't, as 
we're an just long-timers at our respective brainless jobs, and totaDy unable or unwilling to 
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do anything about it. 
So I guess I'm hoping that somebody is going to come back after hours tonight, pun 
up under the loading dock, and scuny into the building. Mostly, because I just want to 
know who it is, and then maybe I want to shake their band, too. 
And if it gets on towards real1ate, and nobody shows ... Wen, I've been keeping that 
out of my mind pretty good, but it is true that I know where this crate of gold is right inside 
the building, and parked nearby is my old Monte Carlo with an that tnmk space. I don't 
know that I have that kind ofbaDs, which is why I haven't been thinking about that, much. 
But as it turns out, the waiting doesn't go all that good. The rain after daIk is just 
real damn cold, and this morning I had dressed for a drive to wort, not for a stakeout. 
After I've been waiting for an hour and flicked about half a pack worth of dead butts down 
a storm sewer, I've bad enough and am about ready to am-scray. Then it occurs to me; 
why the hen am I waiting outside? I'm waiting for somebody who may or may not ever 
show, just so I can get a look at 1hem, so why the hen don't ljust wait inside where it's thy 
and there's snack machines? I can get behind a stack of boxes in Loading and see the back 
door a hen of a lot better than I can from across a parldng lot anyway! 
So feeling wet, cold, hungry, and stupid, I troop across the rainy lot, mount the 
stairs at the back ofKirlcson, Inc., and slide in my key. 1t goes in neat as you please, and 1 
open the door and step inside just like I was the first gay in in the morning. 
It is daIk inside and I automatically go for the Jigbt switch. I stop though, and 
think: Can anybody outside see a Jight on in here? There aren't any windows in back, but 
with the garage door .•. does any light leak out wder that? I've never looked at it like that 
and I have no idea, but decide not to risk it. Using only the weak red glow of the exit sign 
above the back door, I make my way real slow across Loading, keeping one band on the 
spools of nickel and steel stacked in racks on the left. Moving that slowly and quietly, I get 
to the first door and open it It is the hall down to Cutting, and the light is on. Backing out 
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of the men's room at the far end is a pair of hindquarters I recognize too easily. 
Geri has the men's room door wedged open, and she is carefully guiding out one of 
the dnun dollies, the ones normaDy used for maneuvering around SS gaBon drums of 
Pratta stripper and Hydro. The dolly has fat wheels, a wide lift at the bottom that can be 
cranked up high enough to slide onto a deck, and plenty of back bars to bUDgie in 
something as big as a banel-It is a real bandy conveyance, and Geri is concen1rating on it 
hard enough coming through the doorway that she doesn't notice me at the far end of the 
han until I say her name. She has the whole thing leaned back at about twenty degrees, 
straining to keep it at that, and when I call out she squeaks and looses her grip. The dolly 
swings back to upright, and when the bottom of that crate of gold strapped to it hits the 
concrete floor, it damn near shakes the whole building. 
"I wasn't trying to steal it, " Geri says. 
We are at 1he men's room end of the hall. I'm resting with one arm booked on the 
grip of the doRy in the doorway, Geri. is squatting wi1h her back against the wall, elbow on 
knee, and one hand stuck in her loose hair. We're both smoking, my last two cigarettes. 
"Hovid you get in here over the weekend?" I ask. 
"I didn't," Geri shakes her head. She flicks the ash ofber cigarette and it bits the 
crate on the dolly. Gcri glares at the crate. 
"I was still in 1he ladies' room up front when you guys locked up Friday. AJlthe 
lights went out, and I shouted for you, but nobody heard me." 
She looks up at me with what is, even now, a really fine smile. 
"I about killed myself stmnbling around in the hallway before I could figure out 
where I was, and remember where 1he damn tight switches are." 
She Iaugbs and takes a deep pull of her cigarette. Like I said, her hair is loose now, 
and I guess it's the first time :rve seen it like that. Everybody keeps their hair pulled back 
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when they're working around the machines. Gerl's has always looked great that way; it 
looks even better down. 
"There weren't any cars in the lot Friday," I say, "And there aren't any now. How 
the hen were you going to get this out of here?" 
"1 wasn'tl Flip," Geri.looks at me, "1 don't have a carl I skate to and from. here, or 
I catch a ride! rm teDing you, I wasn't 1lying to steal this, " she throws out a foot against the 
dolly, doesn't budge it in the least "Big-ass bastardl I got stuck in here Friday night, and I 
probably should have just made my way the hell out, but, welL .. :" 
I just wait Geri sucks on her cigarette some more before shaking her head and 
going on. 
"But it was like the first time rd ever been in here, you know, alone, so Ijust sort 
of hung out for a while and went poking around 1hrough all the places I hadn't been in. I 
sat in Wayne's chair in his office for a while, then went through the lines, and wound up in 
PJaUng. " 
She shoots another nasty glare at the crate mapped to the doRy. Iflooks could kill 
and gold could die ... 
"1 found this, got the doRy, and moved it into here," Geri points into the john, "1 
don't know why, I guess ljust thought it would be kind of fwmy .•. " 
"Funny?" I say. Geri turns back to me and nods, desperately. Like she teaJly 
wants to explain. 
"Funnyl That's all, I only meant it like a joke I I thought Sharon or Bruce or 
another supe would notice there was gold missing after a couple of days and we'd have 
some big Chinese fire drill, scavenger hunt, sort of a thingl Just something to break the 
monotony, for Christs sake! I never thought Wayne himself would come down and start 
dragging people offfor questioning! Jesus, Flip, I didn't want Len or anybody else to get 
in trouble!" 
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While Geri says her piece, she's pivoted off her heels and slid to her knees, facing 
me, not a halffoot away. It is sort of a. .. sugges1ive .•• posture for her to be in. But no 
matter how much I might like to think 01herwise, I know the suggestion is realty just my 
own. Besides that, there's other stuff I should be thinking about right now. 
"So what the hen were you doing tonight?" I ask. 
"Taking it backl" Geri says, moving away :from me, standing up, and again 
throwing out her arms at the dolly and cargo. "I bid in the ladies room again and I was just 
going to put the damn thing back in PJa1ing, and. .. " She looks at me again and gives a half-
hopeful smile, "And hope everything would work out. " 
There actually is an unspoken sugges1ion in that statement, and though I wait a 
moment, like I'm thinking about it, I already know that I'm going to give Geri a hand 
getting 1he loot back to its home, and catl it no harm, no foul. At least I would have. 
, But it is right at that point that the door at the end of 1he hall, the same one I came 
through from the dock, bursts in, and there are two cops with their guns out. They both 
come down the ha1I shouting at us, and me and Gcrijust sit there stmmcd unDl we're 
thrown up against the wan and cuffed, just quicker and slicker than shit. Then Wayne 
Kirkson himself comes down the haJl behind the cops, recognizes us and starts bellowing 
for answers. 
And I give them to him. 
I have one Robin Hood moment in there, where it actuaUy occurs to me that I can 
take the rap and feel the wrath, and go down as something maybe not so far removed from 
a hero. And to be square with you, at some level it is tempting. Real tempting. I mean, I 
could go up the river, if not·for the love of a woman, then at least/or a woman, and a 
damn good-looking one at that. 
But I don't I'm straight with Wayne and the cops, with only minor stuffleft out. I 
so 
ten them I came back to Kirksonjust to grab my house keys out of my locker, but then I'm 
straight about the part when 1 ran into Geri hauling the gold out of the sbiUer. 
That's when Geri takes up the stO!y and gives them the, "It was just a jokel" line. I 
beJieved her when she told me that, and I beJieve her still. Maybe Wayne believes it too, 
knows that robbeJy was never what she had in mind, but he doesn't really care. Plus, he 
has no sense of humor. He has the cops uncuff me, but then tens them to go ahead and 
put Geri under arrest. They take her away up the baD, and she looks back at me like this is 
my last chance to jump in and be the white knight sort of guy. ljust stand there. 
Wayne starts talking with another cop about whether or not the gold has to be 
confiscated as evidence, or if it can be wheeled back to PJa1ing and then superlJ.eated to 
melt and cover the parts of next week's Atnbrecht order. I'm still just standing where I am, . 
realizing more and more that in the last thirty seconds or so of my life some window of 
opportunity bas :Oashed by, and I had just watched it go. I feel a bit guilty, and then I get 
angry at myself for that feeling. 
Guilty? For what? Geri had been screwing around and she'd got caught and now 
she was going to pay, and maybe (if Wayne has anything to do with it) 1he price would be 
a bit harsher than is really warranted, but seeing as Geri's.a college kid, she probably has a 
Daddy that can foot a lawyer or two and get her offwitb a minimum slap on a fine-boned 
wrist. 
And that thought annoys me at Geri. Where 1he hen does she get off trying to drag 
me into this, anyway? This is not my summer job we're taJ1cing about, this is what I do, 
period. 
Wayne concludes his talk with the cops, just to what ends I don't really hear. I'm 
still standing 1here so he put an arm on my elbow and we walk out together, out 1he dock 
door and down to the parldng lot There's still a squad car there, along with Wayne's dusky 
Beemer. Geri and her escort are already gone. 
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The last two cops are still. inside, so it's just me and Wayne in the lot He asks if I 
need a ride somewhere, and I ten him no, my car is just behind 1hat warehouse. He nods, 
then asks why I had parked way over there if I was just coming back for my house keys. 
I blank, just look at my boss with my mouth wide open, sure the other shoe is about 
to fall right square on my melon. But Wayne Kirksonjust gives a tight Jittle wince that I 
guess is as close as he can get to a smile without hurUng his face, and nods at me. He tens 
me to go get some sleep, reminds me that tomorrow is going to be busy ifwe want to close 
out that Eagle order. Then he gets in his car and leaves. 
It is a fair walk back to my car. Across the datk parking lot and aTOWld the side of 
the massive warehouse, invisible but a huge presence in the dark, I have 1ime to think about 
things. Things like sman angers and jealousies that keep the regular guy in line. Things 
like honesty and be1rayaJ, tru1h and consequence, loyalty and stupidity, and an that crap 
that I suppose is better left to the Philosophy majors that take shiny jobs for a smmner, 
rather than to the kind of guy that has to worlc that same job to live. I don't know from 
shades of grey, I only work with stuff 1hat is either stained or cleaned. If it still has goo on 




Will's day of feeding the most dangerous animals in the zoo (the tourists) was over 
by five. That gave him a distinctly natTOW hour to get home, clean and change, and get to 
the bar before his shift started at six. It was a pain, but Tracy was too far along to keep 
working, and they definitely needed the money. 
Zoo food service employees had to parle out in Lot K(angaroo), which was a pretty 
good haul from the west en1rance. Will would have jogged it, but the day was just too 
damn hot, with the sun reflecting off a thousand windshields and washing the lots in a 
visible wave of heat. Will had left his shades in the car nine homs ago, and he squinted his 
way an through the lots at a duD. plod, head down. 
. :Midway through Lot I(bex), someone from Will's right yelled, "Excuse mel" It was 
painfully obvious that the call was intended for him, and Will winced. .All he needed right 
now was one more tomist standing lUlder a "Monkey House - 50 yds >" sign and asking, 
"Say there, feHab? How do we get to the monkeys from here?" Will ignored the call and 
kept going, head down, but when it was repeated with more desperation, he stopped and 
looked. Mom and Dad had always raised him as a polite young man, damn the luck. 
01' YeBer was a guy probably forty-sometbing, with a couple ofkids in tow. They 
appeared to have just completed their day at the zoo, with the two kids carrying stuffed 
animals, a do1pbin and a tiger. AD. thrce of them. looked about like Will felt, but then again 
they probably weren't s1ill going to work. 
"Db, hi, " the guy said. He didn't have sunglas8C8 either, and he and Will squinted 
at each other across the shimmering heat. The guys hair was 1hinning out topside, and the 
glare didn't help matters any. Judging by the angry pink shade of said dome, the guy was 
in for one hen of a bum after today, and that cheered Wt11 up just a bit "Do you work 
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here?" the guy asked. 
As Will's green shirt and blue hat both had the zoo logo blazoned across them (with 
the M of Minnesota shaped Jike a moose, and yellow antlers sticking from the sides of the 
hat just in case the graphic M was too subtle) he didn't see much point in denying it. 
"This ic; kind of embmassing, " the guy said. His hair that was left was grey at the 
sides, and other than the bum he was pale enough to make it obvious he worked indoors 
somewhere. He wore slacks and a button down shirt, with tennis shoes that looked new, 
though they were a couple of years out of style. For one instant WiD. was positive that the 
guy was going to ask him how to get to the monkeys from here. Iftbat happened, Will was 
afraid he might have to beat the guy severely about the head and chest with the moose hat. 
"We got here about noon, " the guy-said, "And now I gm't seem to remember 
where I parked." 
No monkeys. True, still a largely inane question, but at least there were no 
monkeys. 
"Do you know which lot you were in?" Win asked, as patiently as he could. 
"They've an got different animal names." So it's easy to remember, you dolt. 
"Y cab, I know," the guy said. Sweat was standing out on his forehead and the two 
kids, a couple ofHttle blonde girls, were banging behind him like tired shadows. "I meant 
to look, but I guess I didn't. " 
"Uh-huh, " WiD. said. Depending on 1rafIic, it was about twenty minutes back to the 
apartment, and another ten to the bar. This was already cutting into his thirty minute 
clean-and~hange window. "WeB, I just work at the food court, but I 1hink the zoo has 
some parking people that can probably help you out. " 
"Back at the entrance?" the guy asked. He shaded his eyes and peered back across 
the sbimmering lots toward the main buildings, past H(yena) all the way to A(nteater). The 
two kids turned and looked back in that direction. The younger of the two held the stuffed 
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dolphin by the tail fin, snout down on the pavement. 
Win sighed. Times Hke 1his he really envied people who were totaljerks. Some 
people could just fly off the handle when confronted by stupidity, and feel none the worse 
for it. But not Will. At heart he was stuck being a nice guy, though he was convinced that 
one of these days·a man-eating ulcer the size of a Volkswagon was going to burst right out 
ofms stomach Hke something from an Alim movie. 
"I'm kind of in a huny, " he began, keeping all but the slightest hint of the martyr 
out ofms voice. "But I can give you a Jjft back there, if you want. " 
"1 really would appreciate that, " the guy said, "Girls, what do you say to the nice 
man?" 
The two kids mumbled something that may have been thanks. May have been, 
"Wbere's the monkeys?" for that matter, but probably wasn't They were obviously 1ired, 
but Will. thought there might be a JittIe more to it than that Some kids just came out of the 
zoo that way. Most of them giggled and screamed all day, and threw ice at the snow 
leopards, but some got real quiet, like they'd noticed the "Kill Me" look in the animals' 
eyes. Win wondered if the two ldds were getting that look off of him. 
Win led the way to his old Pontiac. The AC usually took a good twenty minutes to 
crank up, so he just told cvetybody to roB the windows down. The guy held a back door 
for the kids to get in, then sat passenger side next to Will.. 
"1 really do appreciate 1his, " he said again. 
"Sure. No problem, " Will said, concen1ra1ing mostly on starting the tcmpcramental 
old car. Once the engine sounded that it had finally caught, he looked in the rearview to 
back up. The two kids' eyes met him low down in the mirror. 
"Vb, be sure to buckle up back there," Win said. He felt momentarily impressed 
with himself. That bad sounded responsible. Parental. 
"1 don't know how I lost thc car," the guy said. "1 meant to look, told myself to, 
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but .. " he gave a ragged sigh. 
"It happens," Win provided. It did in fact happen, often, which only reinforced 
Will's dim view ofms feRow humans. He got the car pointed the right way and shifted into 
drive. The two ldds in the back were riding along slumped down. Win wondered how old 
they were. He didn't really know enough about kids to judge an age, though he figured 
he'd be leaming soon enough. 
"My wife always used to keep track of that kind of ~" the guy said. A s1igb.t1y 
different note bad crept into his voice, and as Win was glancing at the kids in the mirror, he 
saw both their eyes snap up. 
"You manied yourself?" the guy asked, gesturing at Will's ring finger on the 
steering wheel. 
"Y cab, " Will answered, looking at the silver band. It was ahnost a year now, but 
that answer stiU sounded wrong somehow. Somehow too much like a confession of guilt. 
"Really, " the guy said, "Any kids?" 
"On the way, " Will said. 
"Hey, that's great, " the guy said, though sometbilig else in his voice made Win 
glance at him. 
"Daddy?" the s1igb.t1y bigger of the two kids in back asked, "Is that it?" 
The guy turned and foUowed his daughter's pointed finger. 
"Ob, hey! There we are!" the guy said, gesturing at the row of cars an aisle over, 
"Good eye, honeyl" 
"Thafs it?" Win asked. 
"Y cab, justa row over, we must have walked right past it. " 
Win turned at the end oflot E(lephant) and came back in the next aisle. The guy 
pointed at a blue cat" halfway up. 
"There we .•. oh wait a minute. It 
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Will stopped behind the Clnysler. The guy twned to him with the same sheepish 
smile as when he'd asked for help. 
"lbat's not it, " the guy apologized. "The color is the same, but I drive a Buick. " 
"Daddy?" one of the kids asked. 
"That's not it, hon, " the guy said. He licked his lips and peered all around. "Gee, 
this reaJly looks like the right area, too. Same Jay out. " 
WiD's heart sank. "Are you sure you're on the west side?" he asked. The guy just 
looked blank. 
"There's a west lot and an east lot, and they're both laid out the same," wm 
expJamed. 
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"East lot?" the guy repeated, like it was the final marking on an ancient treasure 
. "Yeah, it's like L to W. llama, Monkey, N-somethin& Ostrich," 
"Os1rich!" the guy and his kids said in unison. 
Will smiled as best he could, "Ostrich?" Some people's stupidity ... 
The guy nodded, "Ostrichf I can see the sign perfectly now, we're right by a lamp 
post with a big bird on it, head in the sand. " 
WiD let up on the brake and accelerated to the end of the lot "The road in from 
the highway breaks off into both lots. I can take you around. " He g1anced at his watch as 
the cats clock was shot This idiot was definitely going to make him late. 
"Oh thanks, thanks a miDion, " the guy smiled and shook his head, "Ostrichl" 
The access road connecting the lots was short Win was still accelerating half-way 
along it, when one of the back doors opened. 
One of the kids screamed "Shet-ly!" and Win stomped on the brakes, cutting his 
eyes to the rearview and seeing only one of the girls there. His heart hit his throat and one 
certain thing flashed into his mind: Oh Christ, she's dead. A little kid just fen out of your 
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car and bolUlced along the asphalt and now she's dead. 
They weren't going an that fast, but fast enough for Will to jerk hard against his 
seat belt. The guy wasn't wearing his, and as he was already twisting to look behind him, 
he banged side first ~ the dashboard with a gnmt Will felt the girl seated right behind 
him bmnp against his seat, she started to cry, and then her younger sister started to cry 
from the other side of the back seat. She was s1iIl back there, she hadn't fatten out. 
"Shelly!" the guy barked, twisted against the dash like he hadn't even feh himself 
bang against it, clawed between the seats and wrapped both his ctying daughters up in his 
arms. It amazed WiD; this forty-something bald guy springing like a gazene faster than he 
bimselfhad even been able to shift in to park. 
The kids weren't really hurt and once their father grabbed them they quit crying 
innnediately. The younger one, Shelly, who'd been playing with the door and popped it 
open caned "Sonyl" and her sister started to laugh. 
"Ob, Jesus," the guy said, tuming back to Will. "Wow, I'm. sony about. .. " 
"Get out. " Win said 1hrougb clenched teeth. His hands on the wheel were shaking 
and he was completely paIc. His eyes were focused only on the road before him. 
The guy blinked. "She's okay, she must have been playing with. .. " 
"Get the hell out!" Win roared. 
The guy just blinked at him for a second. Win didn't tum his head, in fact his only 
movement was a slight 1rembIing. The guy got out and hurriedly scooped up his daughters 
through the open back door, saying something sootbiDg that Win could not hear. The guy 
shut the door, and with an effort Will relaxed his leg and took his foot off the bnlke. The 
PonDac roBed forward, and Will clicked the door-lock button on his door. 
"I forgot to lock the doors, " Will said dumbly. And that wasn't an, of course. He'd 
told the kids to buclde up, said "Buckle up, " then not even looked to check if they.did. 
Never so much as occurred to him that they might not have followed instrctions. 
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Fifty yards farther up the access road Win again stopped the car, shaking so bad he 
knew he shouldn't tmn on to the highway. He looked in the rearview and saw the guy, the 
two girls, and their stuffed animals standing at the side of the road, looking after him with 
identical expressions he could not quite read. Turning his eyes slightly, wm saw his own 
face in the mirror. 
"Christ, I can't do 1bis, " wm told himself. 
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BEDLAM 
On Saturday, one week to the day after I first meet my Dad, Walter makes his 
break for the woods, and vanishes. 
Walter's nm sets the rest of the patient population off. I sounded the alarm myself; 
and right away the beDs generally get most of the lcss-medicated patients up and shouting, 
or ctying. After the Doctors settle them an down one way or another, the staff that was 
sent after Walter start melding back to the Farm without nothing but shrugs. The Doctors 
meet in the main adminis1ra1ive office behind the desk at the front doors, I guess to figure 
out what to do now. A group of us staff wait for them right there in the dark lobby, so the 
Doctors start their talk in the office real quiet, but it gets loud enough for everybody to hear 
pretty quick. 
"Homicidal? For the love of God, Josh, can you ten me just why the hen you had 
Walter in the general population? Could you explain that to me?" 
Dr. Palumbo tears into Dr. Cester-pronounced-Chester for a good couple of 
minutes; his voice comes booming through the door and must be thundering in that little 
office. Dr. Cester's answers are quieter and higher pitched, andDr. Palumbo keeps cutting 
him off anyway. In the lobby us staff sort of just glance around, but not at each other. Dr. 
Palumbo is usuaRy a nice enough man if you stay on his good side, but he can come down 
very hard sometimes, like back in '89 when nurse .June got killed by Sid, one of the 
Psyeho1ics. There were an kinds of reporters an over the Farm for about two weeks, and 
Dr. Palumbo was real nice and serious for an the cameras but inside he was 8CIealDing all 
the time at everybody, and he even fired Dan Waddamaker, one of the observers, who 
wasn't doing anything but reading an Atlanta newspaper in the lounge that had the 
headline, "HORROR AT wnLOW FARM: The Bedlam of~ South. "-
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"Goddam it, Joshi I don't want to hear nothing about Ritalin reac1ions1 Jfyou even 
suspected Walter might be a ftight risk, let alone displaying Hf's, you should have put him 
in the East Wingl" 
Something crashes against the waIl in there, and the staff in the lobby cringes. 
"You mncmber the East Wmg, don't you, Josh? You painted it that attractive 
shade of pink? You fucking-surfer-dolt-shitheadl" 
After another five minutes of one-sided shouting the door of the office busts open 
and the staff waiting in the lobby aIljump and try to look like we weren't Jistening. Dr. 
Palumbo stomps out and comes to a stop in front of the desk; he DalTOWS his eyes behind 
his silver-rimmed glasses and glares around at everybody. He's not a big guy but he carries 
bimselflike he's &e\ICIl foot taB. Dr. Wallace comes out behind him withhcr hands in her 
Jab coat pockets and a minty smelling cigarette in her mouth. She stands offbebind Dr. 
Palumbo, leaDS against the waD, and 1ries. to look like she's not enjoying this. Dr. Cester is 
sIill sitting in a chair in the office, with his head in his bands. The desk in front of him is 
Jittered with empty syringes, and he looks sort oflike he's trying to hide from them, or just 
from cverytbing. 
"Okay peop1e, listen up, " Dr. Palumbo says to us in a hiss that sounds almost like 
the hisses the roaches in his office make .. You can't hear his N'Odeans accent hardly at an. 
"We have a patient who may or may not be expcricncing a homicidal episode loose in the 
woods, and he is apparently atmed with one big mother Louisville Slugger of a ftasbHgbJ:." 
Everybody just looks at Dr. Palumbo Rat serious likc,cxcept Dr. Wallace behind 
him who turns her face towards the waIl and bites a knuclde. 
Dr.Pahunbo starts giving everybody partners and assigmncn1s, areas of the woods 
and grounds we are to search. He sends most all the staff out, caDs up those who aren't on 
shift, and soon there arc a good forty people searching the grounds ofWiJlow Farm with 
fJasbJjgbts of our own as the sun goes down. 
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We don't find a blessed 1hing. 
Like I said, it was the Saturday before that my Dad showed up. I got off from 
work at Winow Farm and went home like usual, and in the space in front of my trailer 
there's this new car I never saw before. It's a big nice thing, and a deep da!k blue, but it's 
got a lot of road dust on it and the day's not real light out yet, so the car looks sort of 
bnJisc>.colored: Like when a bauger gets their helmet off when you're not watching and 
smashes their head into a post. The car's plates are out-of-state, 1hey read Connecticut, 
and I figure somebody has family visiting, maybe Ms. Forester who's trailer is just left of 
mine, so I parle the truck furIher down and walk back. 
My Dad's sitting on my little porch, though I don't know that's who he is yet. AD I 
know is that hets a real thin guy and not too tan when he stands up. His hair's brown but 
grey back along the sides, and he's wearing glasses like Dr. Palumbo's at the Farm - fragile 
looking with little round lenses - only this guy's have gold frames. I don't know him 80 I 
wait for him to say somcdJing, and I stay back a ways from the porch on the sidewalk 
through the lawn. See, I'm a big guy myself and when I'm standing close to somebody, like 
say in tine at the Winn Dixie in town, I guess I kind of crowd them without meaning too. 
So I stay back from the guy with the gold rimmed glasses, but he looks netVOUS anyway. 
"I-james?" he says, which is my name though everybody caDs me fnn, or funbo, 
except for Bobby Lee, the Schizo at WiDow Farm who caDs me either, "General Pete" or 
his "Old War Horse. " 
"Yes sir, " I say. 
The guy is at the end of my little porch now 80 we're standing pretty near eye to 
eye. Even though his clothes are nice - beige slacks and brown loafer shoes and a blue 
shirt - he's got a sort of nunpled and uncared-for look about him. He studies my face real 
close like he's trying to read something written too smaIl. "lames Braithwaite?" he asks. I 
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nod. I think maybe I should teD him that people call me Tun, or something, just to be 
fiiencDy and maybe relax him. 
He steps off the porch 80 now he's looking up at me. He licks his lips real quick 
with a liUle dart of pink and he holds out a hand. I can smeD smoke on his clothes, 
cigarette smoke. "I'm Doctor Leslie Vorhees. " he says. 
I shake his hand and he just keeps looking at me. "Do you know who I am?" 
"Sure, " I say, "Mom told me 1018 of 1imes. You'Ie my Dad. " 
"Thats right, It he says, and he just keeps on sbak:iog my hand. He doesn't seem to 
be going to say anything ~ 80 I teD him that people call me IIDl. 
Growing up wasn't the easiest thing I ever dieL I don't mean that I remember it as 
being really hard, but then again I only grew up the once 80 I don't have anydting to 
compare,it to. 
I guess it was a big deal'that my Mom wam't manied; she bad to leave her family 
in Spartanburg, South Carolina, and come Jive here in Tuxedo, Georgia, with her Aunt 
Emma Mom told me she 1ried to write Leslie Vorhees, my Dad, but he never wrote back. 
So I grew up with my Mom on the Jittle bit that was left of my Great .Aunt Emma's 
place after she died when I was six. I went to school in Tuxedo for a while, and there most 
of the kids gave me trouble on account of I didn't have a Dad. I don't know how they 
found out about that - Mom told people he was just dead, but the kids at school seemed to 
know different. I never had what you'd calla friend. The kids at least stopped giving me ' 
trouble when I had'my big growth spm and shot up to six-foot-sevcn. EVClYbodY left me 
be after that. 
My Mom took sick 80 I left school during the eighth grade and got work at a peanut 
farm, where I could tote a good amount due to my size. When Mom's doctor bills started 
getting bigger I also got part-mne wotX as a night watchman out at Willow Fann, and after 
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Mom died I quit the peanut job and just worked at the Farm full time. I think Mom had 
wanted me to go back to schoo~ but I was eighteen by then and it seemed sort of old to 
start over the eigbth grade. Besides, there was a staff job out at Willow Farm that opened 
up and paid pretty good. 1 had never been very smart in school anyway. I think I only 
passed grades when I was Jittfe. because the teachers felt sony for me, and once I was big I 
think they passed me because they were scared. Even though I never got in fights like a lot 
of kids, the teachers would sometimes. look at me out of the comers of their eyes like they 
thought I might, even though I 1ried to stay sort of hunched down and out of people's 
ways. So I never did go back to school, and after the bank bought what was left of Aunt 
Emma's place from me I moved to the trailer parle out near WiDow Farm. And I guess 
that's where l'Jl end up. 
, My Dad says he's a doctor, but not like Dr. Palumbo, or Dr. WaIJace, or Dr. 
Cester-pronounced-chester, or any of them out at Willow Farm. He teDs me he is a 
professor, and he works at a coHege iDsteadof a trea1ment facility. 
"Mom never said that you were a professor, " I ten him.. We're in my 1railer now. I 
asked him in because it seemed like that's the thing to do, and outside he was just standing 
there like he didn't have anywhere else he had to be. 
"Well I wasn't theDt of course, " Dad teDs me with a little smile that looks 
embarrassed and goes away real fast anyhow. "I was only twenty, you know." 
I nod. We're standing in the little kitchenette area and my Dad's looking around at 
the cabinets, and the floor, and the blue curtains with the ducks on them, and pretty much 
e\Iel)Ithing but me. I guess he's uncomfortable with the whole thing and there should be 
something that I should do about it, but rm not sure what. 
"So ... " Dad takes a breath like hds going to say something but it just 1rai1s oft; and 
he licks his lips some,more, like maybe they're dIy. 
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"Do you want something to drink?" I ask him. 
His eyes snap back up to me and he nods too quick. He smeDs fairly strong of 
some kind of after-shave but he's got a couple days of salty stubble so I don't think he 
actuaJ1y has sbawd in a while. From a little sour whiff I get through the after-shaw emy 
so often I don't know that he's showered for a bit either, and it has been hot this week. 
"That would be fantastic, actuaDy," he nods real eager. I step over to the fridge and 
open her up. 
'Tvc got some orange juice, " I say, "or milk, or some Dr. Pepper. " 
"Ob, " my Dad says. "Nothing stronger?" 
I shake my head. Dad takes a juice glass halffuJl of Dr. Pepper from me and then 
goes back out to bia car. He comes in with a suitcase - it: nice leather duffel sort of thing 
with lots of straps and buckles - and takes a silver hip flask out of the side pocket. He 
leaVes the bag standing ~ on the.:fIoor in the living room area, and pours -out of the flask 
into his Dr. Pepper and sets it on the table. We both sit down, and Dad starts talking, 
sipping along. While he's explainmg to me about his "sabbatical" he takes a wide pack of 
cigarettes out ofbia shirt pocket. Its a different sort of pack than I'm used to seeing, longer 
and ftattcr than what the smokers at the Farm carry, and sort of a fancy recfdish1JUl'P1ish 
color. The pack reads "DunhiJIs." When Dad Jigbts one up with a half-gone book of 
matches from a gas sta1ion, though, it's got that-same gnmgy smell as everybody else's. 
Dad keeps talking He's telling me that Mom had written him once before I was 
born but because he was what he calls, "In my 'Wandering the Earth' period, " he didn't get 
the letter until after. He keeps sipping and smoking real quick while he's teDiog me this and 
I keep looking at 1he ash thafs getting pretty long on the end of his DuuhiD. while it zips 
ar01md over my table top (he waves his arms a lot while he's talking). I don't want to 
intemJpt him but I start to ease up from my chair towards the cabinet where I've got a clean 
butter dish, which I figure would do for an ash tray because I don't have a real one. Soon 
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as I start to move, though, Dad jetb and slides back in his chair and the ash faDs off and 
hits the table top. It holds together and just lies there looking ugly and sad, kind oflike in 
spring when thcre'saneariy morning rain that blows off before noon and worms wiD get 
stuck out on the sidewalk and fly up into britde little brown lines. 
"Look, you've every reason to be angry with mel" my Dad says real loud and. 
almost panicky, holding his hands up in front ofhim. 'lbeYre sbakin& and the smoke 
:from his cigarette jiggles in thcair as it rises. "I realize that I haw been absolutely no kind 
of father to you for1hirty years, and fin here to apologize to you, deeply, honestly, for 
1bat1" 
I quit moving when Dad jumped 80 as not to spook him any more. I speak real 
slow and soft, like when you're 1ryiog to soothe one of the psychopatbics. at WiUow Farm 
once something wrong has happened. They tend to excite real easy, too. 
"I was only reaching for a butter dish, 80 as you could usc it as an ash tray," I say. 
Dad looks at me, then glances at his cigarette as if he just now realized he was 
smoking it. "Ob," he says, then looks at the grey ash worm on the table top. He reaches 
out and brushes at it, and it breaks apart and leaves a black smear across the yeUowed 
wood. 
My Dad moves into the 1railcr with me. We don't make a big deal·of it or anything, 
actually I don't know right away 1hat he has moved in, his dropping his duffel bag in the 
Jiving room. was pretty much it. After a couple days, though, I sort offigurcout that he's 
not leaving. 
I don't see him much for those daysas-I am working long shifts at Willow Farmtbis 
week. When I'm leaving for wotk the day after he shows up and moves in, SWlday, he 
asks me about wotk. 
"It's not actually a farm, " I teD him, "It's just called Willow Farm on account of it 
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used to be a farm, and down by the crick on the property there is still a stand of willow 
1rees." 
We are eating breakfast, I made a big pile of scrambled eggs. We are drinking . 
orange juice though Dad has added to his out of another flask from his bag. He seems to 
have a number of them in 1here. 
"So what is it 1hen?" Dad asks. He holds his drink with one hand and the other 
switches between his fork and a cigarette he leaves sit on the ashy butter dish. "A spa of 
some sort?" 
"It's a treatment facility, " I say. My eggs don't taste very good with smoke in my . 
nose. 
Dad's fork clatters against his dish. "You mean like an asylum?" he asks, looking 
surprised. 
"The Doctors don't Hke to caR it that," I say. My Dad does something strange then: 
He laughs. He laughs to himself; shakes his head, and finishes his drink with a swallow. 
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He starts making himself another one right away, pouring clear liquid from his flask on the . 
table and addingjust a bit of orange juice that hardly chaDges the color. 
"How pcrf~t\y Tennessee Williamst" Dad says, stiU shaking his head and stirring 
his drink with a pinkie finger. Where a wedding ring would be on that hand, there's an 
angry red band of skin. I want to mention to my Dad that we're a good piece south of 
Tennessee, in Georgia, but rm not sure ifthat's what he's ta1king about. 
"So how long have you worked there?" Dad asks, smacking his lips over his:first 
sip of his new drink and stiR looldng pleased. He seems to be a pretty happy guy. 
" A bit longer than twelve years, " I say, "since just before Mom died. " 
He stops smiling then and glances at me a liUle spooked again. He takes another 
sip before saying, "Ob. Right. I am sorry to hear that. Your Mother was ... a good woman, 
James." 
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I nod. at him, but rm a JitIle surprised to hear him say that. 1 always thought he 
never knew her an that wen. 
I clean the dishes and pick up my white jacket for work. When I leave the trailer 
Dad is s1iIl sitting at the table, sipping his drink and ashing towards the butter dish. 
When I'm going to say something it usuaRy sounds okay in my head. But once I 
say it I don't blame people for not always 1U1derstanding what I'm saying,-~ I think 
that ifl didn't know, if I was just hearing somebody else saying what I'm saying, then some 
1imes I might not understand it either. So even though I decide to talk to one of the 
Doctors out at Willow Farm about my Dad right soon after he shows up and moves in, it 
takes a couple of days before I have it pretty well pJaunedout just what I want to say. 
See, I don't want them to get the wrong idea. I mean I want to talk to them about 
my Dad because there are some things that he says and does that sort of make me maybe 
think that I should talk to somebody. But on the other hand, and even though they are aD 
reaDy good folks, I don't know just how serious the Doctors might take it. At Willow Farm 
lots of people do and say some odd things but ifs not always taken the same. I mean lots 
of times a patient wiD say something and an the DoctoIs will get together and talk about 
how important it is, like when Ronnie, one of the MPD's, started talking with a new Hsp 
and a weird accent, but then other times nobody-will pay any mind to something that seems 
just as strange to me, like the box offour-inch cockroaches Dr. Palumbo keeps in his 
oftice. So whilel want to talk to somebody about my Dad, I don't knowtbat1hey might 
take it real serious and bring him. in or something, which I don't think I want, or 
otherwise ignore it, and sort afloak at me.funny for asking. So I plan out just what I want 
to say real careful, and even then I want to try it out on somebody else first. 
I work a day shift on the Wednesday following my Dad getting here, and by then. 
I'm ready to talk to somebody. 
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After dinner the patients who have been behaving weD are allowed to go outside, 
weather pem'itting, and that day it is surmy and fin one of the observers assigned to take 
them. Willow Farm is a big old ramshaclde place with tall windows and columns and 
porches an over: It used to be a plantation a long time before it was a treatment facility. 
There are lots of spreading green grounds and woods aU aroood it, and in the back of the 
'main buB<ting which houses the facility there is a nice grassy slope that us staffkeep 
mowed down short, with white iron benches scattered around under some shady old 
sycamores. It's nice and cool back there and the pa1ients know that 1hcy can't leave the 
mowed area uuacc;ompanied, so 1hey mostly settle down arOmld on the benches and listen 
to the music. The music is part of Dr. Cester-pronoooced-Chester's program. and is 
pumped aD. through the buildiog real quiet, though the speaker on the roof of the veranda 
in back is on louder so it canies. Today the music is PavaroUi singing Brindisi (llatow this 
because I've heard it a.good thousand times before) which is too bad because Dave, one of 
the Somatoform Disorders, isn't outside on account ofbim being convinced that Dr. 
WaIJace bas stolen his spine. Dave usually sings along with that kind of music, and he has 
a real nice voice. 
Jolm Hernandez is my partner observer that day·and he gocs·out on the grass in the 
sun with eight of the patients. John plays a Jitde golf on his off days, so he stands out 1here 
looking down the biB, and he pretends the big flasbtight he'scarryjng,. even though it's 
DOOD, is a golf club. He loosens his shoulders and starts doing some swings, ac1ing like he's 
hiUiDg off over the woods at the base of1he slope. Each 1ime he hits he sbadeshis eyes 
with a hand and peers out OWl' the woods, and some of1he pa1ients on the benches do the 
same thing. See that's what 1 mean about odd-seeming things beingtakcn diffcren1ly: 
Jolm is ~ so he can hit invisible bans out over the woods with a flasbtigbt and it's no big 
deal, but ifhe WeJe a patient 8OlllCOJle would probably change his dosage. 
Bobby Lee is one of the pa1ients out there with us, he is next to me on the veranda 
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that rams the length of the old house's back side. He is one· of the Schizos, so Bobby Lee is 
not his real name. The Doctors won't let the staff caD. any of the patients by anything but 
their real names, even though a lot of the Schizos and Disassociatives and MPD's don't 
know what their real names are and look at you real :fimny when you use them, like they're 
not sure who you're talking too. So when the Doctor's aren't around we usually can the 
patients by what they11 answer to. 
"You want to go on down to the grass, Bobby Lee?" I ask. He can't by himself on 
account of he is in a wheel chair and there is no ramp. 
Down on the lawn lohnHcmandez gets a hold of a good one and a couple of the 
Diso Schizos on a bench clap their hands. 
"No thank you, Pete," Bobby Lee says with bisdeep drawl, "l can see fine from 
our present elevation. " 
Bobby Lee is an elderly black man who must bavebeen pretty tan when he·had his 
legs. His hair is almost all white except for a grey streak that nms through the center of the 
pointed beard that comes down almost to the red quilted blankets piled around his lap. His 
hair on top is bunchy Hke wool but pretty high on his forehead, though you generally can't 
see it because he usually wears a slouching grey felt bat with yellow braid. He is the one I 
want to talk to first about my Dad, but now that wew alone on the veranda I can't 
temember just howl wanted to say this. 
"lJhm, weD, you just let me know, okayr I say. 
Bobby Lee toms to me in his chair and pats my arm fondly, "l wilI.indccd, my 
faithful Old War Horse." He smiles up at me realldndly and I by to smile back but it 
doesn't come out quite right. Bobby Lee 8CC8 it right away. 
"General, is something troubling you?" he asks, looking honestly concerned. A lot 
of the Schizos haw different sorts of" Affective" problems, either from their major 
disorders or as side effects from medications. What 1hat means is that lots of times they 
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sort of do the wrong thing when something happens, like when Sam's roonnnate Malcom 
bung himself overnight and Sam couldn't stop laughing until Dr. Palumbo sedated him. 
Bobby Lee doesn't have any of1hat unIcss he's on a heavy Elec1ro Convulsive week. 
Normally hets about the sharpest guy on the Farm. Except the Doctms, I mean. 
"WeD, sort ot; yes sir I guess it is, " I say, but I don't go on from there. I can't 
remember just how I meant to start. 
Bobby Lee uses his left hand on a wheel to ron his chair back 80 he's facing me. 
"General, I do hope that any of member of my command should feel entirely comfortable 
in spea1ring with me concerning any matter." He leans forward and takes my hand. His 
hand is a lot smaller than mine and feels bony, like the skin is just gritty paper wrapped 
arolUld it. But his grip is Rat strong when he wants it to be. 
Even though I can't n:member how I was going to start, an of a sudden fIn talking 
anyway. There on the veranda in back of the main building at Willow Farm, while John 
shortens his grip on the 1Jasbtigbt and makes invisible chip sho1s at a sycamore, I ten 
General Lee about my Dad the college professor, and the Bobcats that are after him. 
rm taking his word for that, I haven't seen the Bobcats myself; but I have heard 
them making noise. It will be like this: Me and Dad are eating early in the morning when 
all of a sudden Dad will drop his fork to the table and hold one :finger up in the air. He's 
got real long, skinny white fingers, and it's.like he's shushing me or something, though I 
haven't been saying auydDng. Neither has he, because he's not realtalkatiw like usual in 
the morning, 80 it's quiet, but he holds the:finger up anyway, and I stop chewing. We wait. 
Dad's wcarlng those granny looking Dr. Palumbo glasses ofbis, and he looks up from 
behind them and flicks his red eyes, they're real blood shot in the moming, aU around the 
ceiling. After a second there's the noise again - something scampcliog across the curved 
roof of the trailer. I've been hearing that for years and upuntiJ. Dad got here ljust:figured 
it was the squirrels doing whatever squirrels do in the morning, there's about a million of 
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them in the trees all around the park, but Dad doesn't think 80. ·He looks back at me and 
says, "Bobcats!" Then he jumps up and nms arotmd the table as best he can, seeing as 
how there's not a lot of clearance between it and the wau counter, but he's not a big guy so 
he manages. And whlle he's running arotmd he balks at the ceiling, and whatevcts up 
there scunies quicker- and the noise goes away. Dad.thumps back into his chair and sort of 
haJf-Jaugbs to himself and- starts fishing in the pocket of the shirt he slept in for a smoke. 
I mention to Bobby Lee that my. Dad is a drinking man, 80 I know that a lot of 
1imes he's probably confused on a lot of things. He seems pretty sure about the Bobcats 
though. 
It And there's more to it than that, It I say, "Sometimes he just starts talking real, weD, 
sort of odd. Like Monday, I was cl.earring up the kitchenette, dusting all the cabinets, then 
wiping down the counters, then draining the ftidge, then mopping the floor, and as rm 
finishing up I smell cigarette smoke and look over and there's my Dad in the end of the 
HttIe ban to the bedroom, where hets been sleepin& you know, though it's the midcD.e of the 
aftemoou, and he just looks at me and says something like, 'Poli1ic, cautious, and 
meticulous. Full oflUgh sentence, but a bit obtuse.' WeD, I don't know what to say to that, 
and after another minute~ just turns back around and goes baok to bed for thtee more 
hoUl'B." 
Bobby·Lee listens rea1close as I teD him this, nodding every so often. I just keep 
on talkin& about my Dad. Most nights he bas gone out and he hasn't always gotten back 
by momiIJs. Since] work both day and night shifts at Willow Farm on different days, 
we've only been at home together a couple of times, and then if Dad's not eating he's most 
always sleeping. 
"It just seems, " I ten Bobby Lee, 11ying to sort of wrap up because I think I might 
be rambling and besides that it is almost time to go back in. "It just seems like it's sort of 
strange, I mean here I don't really know the guy at aD, but he's my Dad and he's moved into 
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my trailer, and] mean except for the finIt day or two we haven't hardly said two words, not 
counting these things my Dad throws in like, 'Once more into the breech, dear :fiiendt' 
when I was coming in to work Monday night and he was going out at the same time. I 
guess rut just saying that I don't reaDy know how to make out any of this, what he's saying 
and doing, I mean. " 
Bobby Lee nods. try ou have not shared any of1his with General Grant, I assume?" 
he asks. I takes me a second to recall that 'General Grant is-what he caDs Dr. Palumbo. 
"Ah, no sir. I wasn't just sure that .. " 
"That is most likely wise, " Bobby Lee inteuupts, narrowing his-eyes, "This is just 
the sort of information he would use as leverage over one of my command. " 
"So you don't think I should ten him?" I ask. Bobby.Lee shakes his head a little 
wildly. Almost too wildly for a bit, because for just a second it looks like he's having a 
Dystoniac shaking fit, whicb severa10fthe patients on heavy Haldolor Thorazine 
programs get occasionally. 
"Tell no one!" he snaps, stopping his head shaking and staring up at me. He grabs 
my hand in one ofbis, and as 101m caDs:from the lawn that its1ime to go back in Bobby 
Lee squeezes hard enough-to hurt. I decide to take Bobby Lee's advice for a while, but I 
chaDgc my mind after things with my Dad get worse. 
I get off wort a bit early Thursday, at about seven. Instead of driving straight 
home, though, I take the county road into Tuxedo. Thursday is my regular grocery day. 
and I like to -go to the store before it gets busy. With my Dad living with me I will need to 
buy .more.food, too. The Winn Dixie doesn't open un1il eight so I park the truck in the lot 
and wait. 
People say Tuxedo is not a.big town,· though I haven't really seen any other. It is 
on both banks of the WiD.ow Run, but thats not much more than a crick, and hardly more 
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than a trickle in summer. From about anywhere in the town you can pretty much see the 
rest of it, and from the W -D parldng lot I can see the top of the juuior high across the RlDl. 
It is a big old brick building that was put up in the forties as the school for everything from 
kiddy-garden to high school I haven't been. in there for sixteen years, but aU. of a sudden I 
start tbinking about the library that is next door to it. I think I still have a hbraty card, and 
sure enough I :find it in a back fold of my waU.et with the lucky two-doDar bill Aunt Emma 
gave me when I was five. The card is old and yellow, but I can still make out my name, 
J'nnmy Braithwaite, written in filded blue ink. My teachers always said I had nice hand 
wriDn& that was the one thing I could do aU. right. 
I start the 1rUck up and drive it across the Main s1reet bridge to the junior high 
school side of town. The library is right there where I remember in the schoofs shadow -
just a little grey bump of a building. I puB in front but the hand-lettered sign in the window 
says that the libraIy doesn't open until ten in the summer. I wait in my 1ruck. 
Just before ten, 1he lady I guess is the librarian now pulls into the lot in a little shiny 
red car. She is young and vety pretty, with lots. of light brown hair, and she sees me sitting 
in my 1ruck and doesn't get out of her car. I know I'm a sort of a spooky looking big guy in 
my white coat with a Braves cap on backwards, and I guess ifl was a pretty young woman 
rd keep an eye on me, too. 
lsit in the 1ruck and tty to think of something I can do to let her know that I don't 
mean no harm and aU. I want is to check out a book about bobcats 80 I can·show my Dad 
that they don't Hve arOlmd here and he doesn't have to wony. A couple of days he has 
gone out in the woods and I guess sort of wandered around with a bottle or two, 
"Communing" he calls it, or "Thoreau-ing, " and once when he came back he was talking 
about bobcat prints. There may be bad things out in the woods, I don't know, but rm 
pretty sure there's no bobcats. 
I can't think of anything to do that would let 1he hDrarian know that this is an I 
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want, and she just keeps IookiDg out of her car at my truck with her bands stiJI on her 
steering wheeL I start the truck again and drive back to the Wnm Dixie. 
I don't know that Dad would believe a book anyway,so I guess the whole thing was 
all a stupid idea in the first place, and now I feel bad for scaring the poor librarian lady for 
no good reason. 
It is soon after I get home that my Dad leaves with the hammer, so I decide that 
Friday, Bobby Lee or no, I should try to talk to a Doctor. 
Doctor Palumbo has three locks on his office door, all of them take different keys. 
He has a huge key ring he generally carries on his belt, must ofus staff do, and for some 
reason his office keys are not separated from an the others. It takes him more than two 
minutes to go through all his keys until he gets the right three and opens the door. 
He leads the way into his office, and the hissing starts as soon as he turDs the lights 
on. Dr. Palumbo's office is in a first floor back comer ofWiJlow Fann, with two big tan 
windows on both the outside walls, the kind that sUck out from the building and have 
benches on the inside. The windows are all covered with heavy shutters, and as all the old 
furniture - the wide desk, the tall-backed chairs - and the wooden floor arc an shades of 
brown, the office always looks dade e\'tIl with the lights on. Its sort ofJike a big wooden 
caw down at the end of a hall, and the cigarettes he smokes in there make it aU smell dry 
and abandoned. There are things Jiving in there, though. 
The hissing comes from a clear plastic case a bit taller than a shoe box. It's sitting 
on a bureau against a wall next to a special lamp that puts out a sort of purple-blue colored 
light Some of Dr. Palumbo's degrees and things are framed on the wall behind it; all the 
walls are pretty much covered with certificates and papers written in old-fashioned looking 
letters, under glass. 
"G'afiemoon, ladies and laddies, " Dr. Palumbo says towards the hissing box. He 
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has an odd way of talking - the staff says it· is because he is origina11y from N'0rleans - and 
Doctors Wallace and Cester-pronounced-chester are always sort of teasing him about it, 
even though be's their boss. He's evetybody's boss. He tosses his clipboard on the bureau 
and picks the clear case right up to his face; the top is heavy black plastic with air holes and 
it's got a handle just Hke a brief case. He holds the case to eye leve~ just in front ofhis 
silver-rimmed granny glasses, scnmching his nose up to get the little lenses right in front of 
his eyes. In the case there is about an inch of wood-cbips, a cardboard tube from a toilet 
paper roD, and four hissing cockroaches from Madagascar. Each one looks like a fat piece 
of grape-fruit that has gone bad and turned black, only they've got Jegs and waving 
antennas the size ofkniUing nee<Ues. rm sliD: at the office doorway, but I can see them in 
the case crawling on top of each other. 
"And how are we today?" Dr. Palumbo says, tapping the side of the case with 1m 
finger nails. The roaches hiss louder and be chuckles before setting the case back down 
and going to his seat behind his desk. Right away he takes a pack of cigarettes out of the 
pocket of his white Jab coat and lights one up. He notices rm sUIl standing at 1he doorway 
and be motions me to a chair. I take a seat in one, ewn though its high back isn't really 
wide enough for me and I have to hunch my shoulders a bit to get into it. 
"So what's on your mind, Tttnbo?" he asks me, leaning fmward with his elbows on 
the desk and looking at me over the top ofhis glasses, which is how be looks at the paiients 
when he wants it to be clear he's Hstening seriously. It sort of makes me a little nervous, his 
eyes are dark black, not all that different a color than his roaches. 
Before I can answer, a hiss like I never heard before comes from the roach box. 
"Hoi Hang on there, minutel" Dr. Palumbo holds a finger up at me and he shoots up out 
ofhis chair and scampers back over to the bureau, leaving his cigarette burning in a black 
glass ash tray on the desk. 
"Its a fightl" he says, like maybe this was something he wanted for Christmas. He 
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doesn't look back at me but he holds an arm out and waves me over. I squeeze out of the 
chair and go stand next to him. 
"The males are facing om" he says. In the case, the two bigger roaches are head-
to-head on top of the toilet paper tube, shoving against each other. Their thick liUle legs 
scratch over the cardboard as theyfigbt. The two other roaches - the females, I guess - are 
on the other side of the case pretty much ignoring the whole thing. 
Dr. Palumbo's eyes are huge and he's grinning almost from ear to ear. He whispers 
at me from the side ofhis mouth while we watch the roaches. 
"See, the reason you get two male Madagascar cackaroaches in with two females is 
that a male won't let another one breed! You see this here? If these two feRows wanted, 
they could pair offhowever they ~ but these cackaroaches won't do that! No, see 
each of 1hese two boys here wants both of the ladies, exclusively, for his own selfl" 
The male that's a liUle bit bigger than the other one, a good bit bigger than my 
thumb, and I've got big hands, has been pushing 1he smaller one slowly back. The smaller 
one's backside is hanging off the end of the toilet paper tube, and with one more shove the 
bigger one sends him over. Dr. Palumbo straightens up and claps. 
"So what's the winner do now'l" I ask. Dr. Palumbo looks at me and laughs. 
"Nothing! Look at the po'boy!" 
I do. The bigger roachjust stays where it is on top of1he tube, waving its antennas 
slowly arOlmd 
"Now that he's won, he's too danmUred to take advantagel And by the time he 
gets his breath back, 1he o1her mate'll be ready, too! There's 1he beauty of it: Long as you 
got two male Madagascar cackaroaches, they won't ever let the o1her one breed, and you 
don't have to wony about egp!" 
Dr. Palumbo laughs some more and shakes his head while he walks back over to 
his desk. The cigarette in the ash 1ray is dead. 
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"People think human bcings.are the only one of aU God's creatures that get afflicted 
by insanity, If he says, sitting down and fishing out a new smoke. "But here these 
c.ackaroaches'll keep each other one miserable rather than all be happy! Fact isyou can 
look at most anything in nature, and in some way, evety once in a while, eVClYfhing starts 
to look like its plwnb crazy!" 
He smiles at -me and takes a big pull from his cigarette; the paper at the end crackles 
like a hiss. I1hank him for his time and leave before he remembers I was the one wanted 
to taIkto him 
It takes me some doing to find anybody else to talk to: Dr. WaJlace is off Fridays 
and Cester-pronounced-chester isn't in any ofhis normal places. He's not in the big green 
rooms upstairs where he does his group shouting meetings, not in the kitchens planning out 
menus with the &taft; not inbis basement office where the comrols for the music he plays 
an through wmow Fann are. Thinking about that last thing makes me realize that there is 
still music playing, though I hadn't been noticing at aU. Its funny, but even though the 
music is always on, you almost never notice it inside, except for maybe evety hour or so 
when Dr. Cester changes tapes - then you hear it for a short wbile.un1iI it sort offades out 
on you. When I think about it and stop walking though, and stand real still and hardly 
breathing in an empty haD, I can hear it again. There are speakers everywhere, but you 
don't see them. Right now it is instrumental music from a movie I never saw caned 
Qtariots Of Fire. Dr. Cester bas a lot of tapes, but by now we know them all by heart. 
The music is near the middle of the tape so Dr. Cester won't be back at his office to 
change it for a good halfhour. I think about waiDng at his door but after the business-with 
Dr. Palwnbo and his roaches I get a little squirmy standing in the dalt basement han. I 
wander around some more and find Jolm Hernandez watching TV in the lounge with some 
patients. Jolm is pretty involved in some talk shOW; when I come up to him he just grins at 
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me, points. at the screen and says, "Lesbiansl" but he tens me he thought he saw Dr. Cester 
in the East Wmg. 
Only part of the second :floor is open in the East W'mg. It is where some of the 
patients live in separate wards, with their own rooms, instead of an together in the west 
d011DS. That means the patients there are either come from people. with a bit of money, or 
are dangerous, or both. Thats where I :find Dr. Cester-pronotmced-cbester. 
Dr. Cester is the newest Doctor at Willow Farm. He has been here for three years 
now, since Dr. Mottet got removed after a catatonic patient in his care got pregnant Dr. 
Cester-pronotmced-Chester is sort of different than the other Doctors (they say it· is on 
accotmt of he's from CaJifomia) and he made some changes when he got here, like the 
music for one, and the colored waDs for another. Dr. Cester got Dr. Palumbo to agree to 
have the walls in the patient areas an painted different colors with names like "azure," and 
"amber," and "kelly," though to me they look like blue, and orange, and so forth. Befme 
that an the inside waDs were just white-washed, so I guess it looks nicer now. 
I find· Dr. Cester in the baJl oWside the Psychopath ward, staring at one of his waDs, 
a sort of fleshy-pink colored onc. There is a black footprint on the wan at eye leve~ and 
Dr. Cester is studying it real close with one ofms bushy blond ~cbrows raised, humming 
to himseJ( and rocking on his heels. I come up next to him but he doesn't seem to notice, 
so I clear mytbroat. He jerks and turns towards me. 
"Oh, Tun!" he says, "You startled met You sure do move quietly for a guy your 
sizel" 
"Sony, Dr. Chester," I say. He takes a hand out ofms Jab coat pocket and waves 
it. "Not a problem, I suppose I was fairly engrossed. Take a look at this, would you?" 
He points at the footprint. It looks like the black scuff of a sneaker sole, an wavy 
Jines and 1rcads. It is a good six. feet off the ground. 
"I noticed it out of the comer of my eye, " Dr. Cester-pronOtmced-Chester says, 
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"and I'm thinkin& 'How did that get up there?' I mean, that is one serious VanDamme 
jump off the 1I00r!" 
I would have figured somebody probably took off their shoe and pressed it up there 
with a hand, but I don't say anything. The Doctors generaJly aren't interested in the staffs 
ideas on things like this. 
"So fm staring at this print, wondering if the guy had a ladder, and after rm 
looking at it for a while, I start to make out this face, right here ... " 
Dr. Cester brings a hand up to parts of the footprint. "See? Right here you've got 
two eyes, and a Roman-looking nose, a good square jaw, you see the beard? You see 
1hat?" 
I see lines. Wavy black scuffs on the pink wall. 
"I suppose it could be, ~ I say. 
Dr. Cester-pronOlmced-Chester nods. The faint music reminds me that it was on 
by stopping with a click, but Dr. Cester doesn't seem to notice. I figure he is pretty busy, 
so Ijust go on down the hall past him and the bolted door to the Psychopath ward, then 
back down the yeUow stair wen at the end of the hall 
I WotX a double on the Saturday after Dad first showed. He s1iD. hasn't come back 
since the hammer thing on Thursday, and I'm not sure any more ifl should sti1l talk with 
somebody about him. He told me that 1hing about calling Ishmael ifhe didn't come back, 
but I don't know who that is. I just leave his stuff in the bedroom alone and keep sleeping 
out on the couch. 
Even ifl was still going to talk to Dr. waUace or one of the others about my Dad, 
Saturday wouldn't have worked. It was one of those bad days we get once in a while at 
Willow Farm. 
After supper I'm out in back again with John Hernandez and nine patients. The 
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music today is the Glen Miller Orchestra, good toe-tapping music. John and I help Bobby 
Lee down to the lawn in his chair, then John starts doing some more golf stuff with his 
flasbHgbt and I lean against a tree by Bobby Lee. He isn't real talkative today on a account 
of Dr. Palumbo has him on a new series of medication, so he's not all-there. Once in a 
while I have to wipe some drool offhis chin before it gets in his beard, and he doesn't even . 
move when I do it. 
John swings his fIashJight in a deep arc and makes a popping noise with his cheek 
and tongue. "Hoo-wee!" he yeDs, "I got me all oftbat one, sure enough!" 
Walter is one of the patients out there with us. He is a nice enough young man on 
his good days, but the sad thing is, he doesn't have very many of1hose. He is what we 
used to caD a manic, but is now called a Bipolar, wbich always sounded like some kind of 
bear to me. He has been having some episodes this week, though he seemed okay today, 
and he sits on a bench the other side of John with his head lopsided because of the bright 
red crash helmet buckled to it. Walter has been known to do some head banging When 
John gets all of that one hit, Walter starts to twitch, and finally he shoots up off the bench 
and goes tearing down the hill in the direction that the golfbaD would have gone, jf there 
had been a golf ball. He is screaming, "I got itl I got itl I got itl" at the top ofms lungs. 
Me and Johnjust sort of blink after Walter for a second as he leaves the mowed 
area of lawn and makes for the woods, his bruised knees and elbows pumping along as the 
bath robe he's wearing flaps around. Me and lohn look at each other, then bothjump: 
John takes off down the hill shouting, "Hit the switchl" and I pound up the stairs and 
smack the staff can button on the veranda. The pa1iems on the lawn mostly just sit there 
looking curious, except for one forty-year-old Diso Schizo who starts to elY for her 
mommy, and Bobby Lee. 
Bobby Lee seems to shake out of his. fog a bit and he looks after Walter's red 
helmet as it disappears between the U'ees in the woods. He pushes himself up on his arm 
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rests and hollers, "Ride, Stuart! Ride!" flecking spit from his mouth. When he yeUstbat 
the other patients an start whooping and Bobby Lee starts shaking harder and then pitches 
fOlWard out of his chair. The quilts fan away from his lap and the stumps ofms. knees rub 
over the grass as he tries to crawl towards the lip of the bin. 
It takes us hours to get eveJ)1bing settled down. I stop Bobby before he hurts 
himselfbut he still puts up a s1ruggle unDl Dr. Wallace comes charging out of the facility 
and tranqs him. I notice Dr. waUace is wearing white sneaker shoes and I wonder for a 
second about Dr. CCster's wan. Before the rest of the staff that suddenly appear have 
mgani.zed a search party (we have some rules for this sort oftbing, though it hasn't come 
up much), Jobn comes back out of the woods without either Walter or bis big flashlight. 
What he does have is an ugly set of bleeding bite marks in his shoulder. Dr. Palumbo is 
there by then and he gets the search started, sending teams of staff out into the woods. 
The whole patient population is riled up from the alarm, though, and an the Doctors, even 
Dr. Cester who is called in :from home, spend the next couple of hours roaming the colored 
haJIs with the pockets of their lab coats bulging with vials, and syringes in their hands, 
1ranCJIlllizing eveJ)1bing that moves or makes noise. After that Dr.Palumbo is :fit to be tied 
himself and he sends everybody out to stumble through the woods an night Even so, we 
don't see Walter at an until he comes back ofms own accord. 
Thursday was the last time I ever saw my Dad. When I get home with the 
groceries after not going to the h"brary my Dad isn't at the trailer, though his car is still 
parked in front The night before when I had gone in for the late shift Dad was gone too, 
but so was his.car. Now the car is back, but Dad isn't I don't know what that means, and 
even though rd been up an night and I have another shift Friday moming, I can't get to . 
sleep for thinking about it. I lie on my little haIf-couch, which is where :rve been sleeping 
since Dad got here even though my legs haug off one end and I have to sort ofwedge my 
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head up on a pillow against the wall at the other end. Ifs light out, another sunny day, and 
an I've got on the windows are my duck-curtains, so inside the trailer it is an kind ofblue, 
with white and yellow spaces ofligbt where the sun shines through the ducks. When the 
wind puBs at the curtains it looks sort of like those duck-shapes are swimming around on 
the waDs I've got better curtains that keep out the .tight altogether, but they are back in the 
bedroom. 
I tbiok. maybe I should go out and look for my Dad but I don't have any real idea 
where he could be. I know at night he has been going to the bars in Tuxedo, on account of 
the match books I keep finding on the floor or once in a while in the garbage. Thing is; I 
don't think that those p1aces are open this early in the day. Though on some days Dad bas 
gone out "Thoreau-ing" in the woods back of the parle, I'm not real clear on what that is 
and don't know ifhe'd want to be interrupted doing it, even if I could find him. There is 
miles and miles ofwoods back there, they stretch all the way to Willow Farm. 
S1iD, I'm ahnost decided to get up and at least look around the parle some for him, 
maybe ask if anybody saw him around, but before I've made up my mind for sure, Dad 
comes back. This is at about four in the afternoon. 
There's a ruckus from the front door and after a s1ruggle Dad shoves it open and 
almost falls inside. His pants, beige slacks again, are covered with mud and grass stains, 
and his shirt is only haJfbuttoned and not tucked in. His face is beet red, like he's been out 
in the sun aD day. He comes into the trailer, dalt compared to the outside, and blinks 
arolDld un1il he sees me on the couch. He sways in the open doorway with the smell of 
honeysuckle drifting in around him. 
"James, old fruit of my loins!" he says to me, ahnost in a bark. His voice is way 
too loud for inside and his words nut together. "Where've you been an my life?" 
I'm not sure what he means by that -I've been here but I don't know about him -
but he doesn't wait for me to answer anyway. 
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"Have we got a hammer about?" he asks. 
rm sitting up on the couch by this point. I look at Dad real careful. I don't know 
him real wen -like rve said - but for some reason he just doesn't seem Hke a guy that 
would have much use for a tool. He's got real soft-looking pale white hands - except for 
the two fingers always stained with cigarette smoke - and I just can't picture him holding a 
hammer. 
"Wen?" he asks. He's swaying so much he's almost pitching aver. I nod at him. 
"There's some tools 1Ulder the sink, " I say, "In the red box with the ... " 
Dad nods and walks to the kitchen: More like he just leans in that direction and his 
feet sort of scuff across the :floor to keep him upright. I get up and fonow him. He hits his 
knees hard in front of the counter and yanks open the door 1Ulder the sink, pulling my tool 
box out of the back and knocking a bottle ofI1quid Plumber and a can of Raid to the 
kitchen :floor. He opens the box, and starts scooping out pliers and screwdrivers till he gets 
to the hammer 1Ulder evmything else at the bottom. He grabs that and gets himself to his 
feet with a hand on the counter, pulling the hammer loose, which flips the box and spills 
nails an aver the :floor with the other tools. He holds the hammer above his head and looks 
at me with a huge grin that's a bit spooky. 
"Coronate me, boyt" he screams, "fm the fucking King of England! " Then he 
starts cackling in a way that usually gets people strapped to a table at the Farm, and he 
stumbles back for the door. 
"Dad?" 1 say, but he passes by me. He bumps against the couch and almost goes 
down, but his feet are still moving faster than the rest ofhim and they keep him upright. 
Its like he's a pole somebody is balancing: Like the balancer is scampering aromtd 
whichever direction the pole leans and saving it from crashing to the gro1Uld evety time. 
rm almost sure he's not going to make the two stairs down to the sidewalk and I buny 
behind him, but he stays upright all the way to 1he side ofms car. Once 1here, he leans over 
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heavy against the driver's door. 
"Dad?" I ask again, from the porch. He is singing now. 
"I'd hammer outju&tice, I'd hammer outfreeeeeeeee-domill" 
My Dad swings the hammer sideways into his driver-side window. The glass 
shatters loud across the front seat and the hot, quiet afternoon. 
Now I really don't mow what to make oftbat. rm s1ill standing on the porch and 
maybe half thinking that I'm. still asleep on the couch with the little duck shapes shining on 
me. My Dad tosses the hammer into the car, then reaches in through the broken window 
and fumbles around on the steering cohmm. He pulls his-arm back out, and he's holding 
the keys. 
"Locked myself out, " he says to me, like its just a matter-of-fact thing. He un10clcs 
the car door with the-key even though he could just reach inside again. He opens the door 
and starts -brushing glass out off the driver seat with his bare hand. -Ijust stare. 
After a good amount of glass 1inkles out onto the gravel, Dad swings into the car 
and flops into his seat. He slams- the door behind him and the Iast·bit of glass falls out of 
the broken window. He starts the car and looks out the windshield at me with a big grin. 
He. salutes, and when he docs, a big fat spot of blood spIam on the left Jcns ofhis glasses. 
"Ifl'in not back by tomorrow, " he shouts over the engine, "can me Isbmaell* He 
maps the salutefmward and more·blood flecks·on the inside of the windshield. Then-he 
puts the car in reverse and whips hard back into the lot, pointing the car at the exit. Before 
he squeals out and away, I see the windshield wipers come on, and lwonderif my Dad . 
thinks that they will wipe away the blood. His blood. Mine. 
I could have told him they won't ever do that, but I didn't mow how. 
Dad never does show again. 
Two days after he makes his break, Walter comes back to Willow Farm. 
itS 
I wasn't on shift the morning Walter came back, buH got the whole story a number 
ofmnes from the staff that was. Nobody had talked about anything but Walter for the two 
days he. was gone, though of course they only talked about it· to each other because Dr. 
Palumbo would have fired anybody saying anything to anybody else, even though he 
himself was almost to the point of caJling. the police. Dr. Palumbo did :fire Jobn· 
Hernandez, though, and he might have fired me too, if he'd thought about it. 
But he didn't, 80 I was there. to hear the story ofWa1ter's return over and over 
again. There really wasn't much to it: AU be did was come in 1hrough the :front door an 
dirty - robe aD.ripped, red crash helmet· still on- and tell the nurse at the desk that he was 
hungry. Scared the hen out of a couple people who were waiting for visiting hours in the 
lobby though. By the time I saw .him.again. Walter was cleaned up and sedated pretty 
heavy, but he must have been a sight that morning; I'heard from the nurse herself that he 
talked to that she thought Walter was going to kill her - he looked that wild. 
He probably could have killed her, ifhe'd been of a mind to. He had lost John's 
flasbHgbt somewhere while he was out theN - wherever he was - but somcwherehe bad 
got some1lUng to replace it. A hammer. A regular one, like you·d find in any toolbox 
under a sink. Nobody knew where he'd got it, but nobody seemed real bothered either. I 
don't know that anybody even asked him. Maybe I should' have said somethin& but I don't 
know what 
I waited another week, then I went back to sleeping in the bedroom of my 1railer. I 
put Dad's clothes that were lying.ar.ound ·back in.his. bag with ·the bottles, and put.the whole 
works in a closet, where it still is now, though I don't think anymore that my Dad is coming 
back again. 
Could be he just drove back north, back to Connec1icutMaybe he pitched that 
hammer out a window along the highway that nms out past the Farm. Or maybe.he turned· . 
o~ took one· of the old·rutty dirt roads that criss-cross the woods that side of town. Old 
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carriage paths, I think my Aunt Emma told me once -wused roads that nobody 
remembers, that went somewhere forgotten. A car could get stuck out there, and who 
knows what somebody would run into Dying to "Thoreau" their way back to the highway 
in the datt. Bobcats? Something worse? 
You're lost, and you see a flasbHgbt slrining in the woods. It must be somebody 
looking for you, isn't that what you'd think? Your son, come to :find you, Hke you said you 
came to :find 1Um. 
I can't know any of that, of course, but sometimes at night it is what my thougbts 
will run to, when rm almost asleep and I hear a squirrel's JiUle nails scrabbliog over the roof 
of the 1railer. I think maybe I should run myself out into those shady woods, out into the 
swallowing green mouth of rustling breezes and trickling waters and things you can't see 
moving under the leaves on the ground. But how could anyone find anything out there? 
Or maybe thafs the point. Maybe you only run into those woods when you're past wanting 
to be found. And that is not me. 
But now, I don't think that anybody is looking for me. Not anymore. 
